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Wet weather may bring flooding
Officials urge caution
when driving in rainy,
flooded conditions
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County can expect about two
to three inches of rain from a storm front
moving into western Kentucky Tuesday and
Wednesday. And with the ground already
saturated, flooding in low-lying areas can be
expected.
Mike York, a meteorologist with the
National Weather Service in Paducah, said
this(Monday) morning that a band of showers and thunderstorms will move into the
area that could bring as much as three to five
inches of rain to some areas.
The brunt of the storm is expected to pass
northwest of Murray but local areas will
receive significant rainfall.
_

"We have a flood watch out for Paducah
and basically north and west including
southern Illinois and southeast Missouri.
We're forecasting about two to four inches
in that area with local accumulation up to
five inches," York said.
"Down toward Murray and that area,
we're forecasting a little less, but not a
whole lot less ... maybe a couple of inches or
so," he added. "You could get around three
inches."
According to the NWS Web site, there is
a 30 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1 a.m. Tuesday in far western
Kentucky. Showers and thunderstorms are
more likely after 1 p.m. when the chance of
precipitation will be around 70 percent.
A 100-percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms will continue Tuesday night
and Wednesday morning with heavy rainfall
expected in some areas. Storms and rain is
expected to continue most of the day
Wednesday.
Although Murray-Calloway County is

not in the small part of western Kentucky
under a current flood watch, ground already
saturated with rainfall could cause flooding
across the county.
During flooding that struck the area two
weeks ago, rescue squads were called out to
assist drivers who had lost control of vehicles on wet roadways or tried to cross flooded roadways and were stranded in possibly
life-threatening situations.
Chief Ronnie Burkeen of Calloway
County DES Rescue said teams will be
standing by to assist anyone who might get
into trouble.
Burkeen cautions drivers not to take any
unnecessary risks on flooded roads.
"I just want to advise everybody that if
you come up on a flooded road, don't try to
drive through it," he said. "Don't take any
chances. Not only do you put yourself in
danger but also the people that have to come
out and rescue you."
_
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Murray drinking water stays safe
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
When the Associated Press
began investigating the level of
pharmaceuticals in city drinking
water, people across the country
worried that their city could be
one whose drinking water was
polluted with trace amounts of
medicines.
Murray is one city whose
residents can rest easy.
Murray's
According to
Public Works Director J.L.
Barnett, Murray's water supply
comes from a well field of five
operating wells, each of which
are 315 feet deep and are tapped
into the McNairy Formation
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Aquifer.
The water is not tested for
pharmaceuticals, Barnett said
because the well system does
not provide an opportunity for
pharmaceuticals to enter the
water.
In cases where pharmaceuticals have been detected in the
water, the water has been recycled through a wastewater treatment plant. The source of medicinals in the water is excreted
waste or pills that have been
flushed down the toilet.
Serving over 7,000 Murray
and Calloway County residents.
the Murray Water System has
the ability to treat seven million

gallons of water a day if needed.
According to the website, they
currently treat an average of 3.6
million gallons a day.
Though pharmaceuticals are
not tested for. Barnett said his
staff are kept busy testing for
other things such as pesticides,
herbicides, inorganic contaminants and organic chemical contaminants.
According to the Murray
Water Systems website, the
Murray Water System wellhead
protection plan is a nationally
recognized model and has been
nominated by the Kentucky
Division of Water to represent
Kentucky for the Environmental

Protection Agency's Region 4
Award of Excellence.
The AP's five-month long
investigation led to the discovery of drug residue in 24 metropolitan areas from Southern
California to Northern New
Jersey and from Detroit to
Louisville, Ky. According to
their report, pharmaceuticals
have been found in the drinking
water that supplies at least 41
million Americans.
The pharmaceuticals range
from antibiotics, sex hormones,
anti-convulsants, mood stabilizers and over the counter drugs
such as ibuprofen and acetaminophen.
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ATLANTA -The U.S. Small
Business Administration is
businesses that
reminding
March 31 is the filing deadline
for federal economic injury disaster loans that are available to
small businesses located in the
counties of Allen, Bell,
Calloway. Christian, Clinton,
Cumberland, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Logan, McCreary,
Monroe, Simpson, Todd, Trigg,
Wayne and Whitley in Kentucky

as a result of damages and losses to crops caused by extreme
drought conditions and high
heat beginning May I. 2007.
"These counties are eligible
because they are contiguous to
one or more primary counties in
the State of Tennessee. The
Small Business Administration
recognizes that disasters do not
usually stop at the county or
state lines. For that reason,
counties adjacent to primary

Character Counts

RESPONSIBILITY
• Do whet you art supposed to do
• Persevere: keep on trYirt9 1
• Ahveys do your best
• Use self-control
• Be self-disciplined
consequences
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your
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e
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counties named in the declaration are included," according to
Frank Skaggs, Director of SBA
Field Operations Center East.
The SBA's disaster declaration was issued as a result of a
similar action taken by the
Secretary of Agriculture to help
farmers recover tram this disaster. Under this declaration. the
SBA's Economic Injury Disaster
Loan program is available to
farm-related and non-farm relat-

ed small business concerns and
small agricultural cooperatives
that suffered financial losses as
a direct result of this disaster.
Farmers and ranchers are not
eligible to apply to the SBA, but
nurseries are eligible to apply
for economic injury disaster
loans for losses caused by
drought conditions.
Eligible small businesses
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McCain, the senior Republican on the
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Senate Armed Services Committee, was
years before retiring recently.
accompanied by Sens. Joe Lieberman, an
independent. and Republican Lindsey
Obama also worked to disGraham, two top supporters of his presidentance himself from Antoin
tial ambitions.
"Tony" Rezko, a former
The weeklong trip will take McCain to
fundraiser for the candidate who
Israel, Britain and France.
is currently on trial in Chicago
on corruption charges.
Obama's team asserted that
Clinton was continuing to shield
financial documents from public
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When asked if the request for
tax information is what they arc
calling personal attacks. Clinton
spokesman Howard Wolfson
said: "When you accuse somebody of being disingenuous and
question their integrity and their
honesty, as they are doing, that
constitutes a personal attack."
As to Pennsylvania. Obama
strategist Axelrod rejected a
suggestion that their campaign
was all but giving up on the state
and focusing its energies on primanes that come later where
they expect to do better.
We are going to contest
April 4 (Fri) - 7:00 pm
vigorously in Pennsylvania,"
Axelrod said, noting that Obama
April 5 (Sat) - 11:00 am
would be there on Monday and
Tuesday.
April 5 !Sat) - 2:00 pm
Still, said Axelrod, "she
t Clinton) does have a lot of
advantages there — and we
I) 55110111r
understand that. We know we
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have an uphill fight there.... But
in no way are we giving up on
Pennsylvania."

Explosions rock Iraq capital
BAGHDAD(AP) — Sen. John McCain
stressed the importance of a U.S. commitment to Iraq during talks with Iraq's prime
minister today, and explosions struck
Baghdad during twin visits by the presumptive Republican presidential nominee and
Vice President Dick Cheney.
Helicopter gunships circled over central
Baghdad and the heavily fortified Green
Zone, but no details were immediately available on the cause of the explosions.
McCain. who has linked his political
future to U.S. military success in Iraq, met
Monday with Prime Minister Noun alMaliki shortly before the Iraqi leader began
separate talks with Cheney.
Al-Maliki said he and the me president
discussed ongoing negotiations over a longterm secunty agreement between the two
countries that would replace the U.N. mandate for foreign troops set to expire at the
end of the year.
"This visit is very important It is about
the nature of the relations between the two
countries, the future of those relations and
the agreement in this respect," the prune
fitinIster told reporters "We also discussed
the security in Iraq. the development of the
economy and reconstruction and terrorism."
McCain also said it was important to
maintain the U.S. commitment in Iraq and

warned that a U.S.-Iraqi military operation
to clear al-Qaida from its last urban stronghold of Mosul, 225 miles northwest of
Baghdad. will he "very difficult and very
important."
McCain. who affived in Iraq on Sunday.
told reporters that he also discussed with the
Shiite leader the need for progress on political reforms, including laws on holding
provincial elections and the equitable distribution of Iraq's oil riches.
The Arizona senator said he had
reviewed the security situation in Baghdad
with Iraqi officials.
He also visited the Anbar provte city of
drinks
Haditha on Sunday. drinking .
from street vendors and answering questions
about the U.S. presidential campaign to tout
recent security gains ahead of the fifth
anniversary of the U.S.-led invasion.
Asked by one of the vendors if be would
return to Iraq. McCain responded. "We'll
come back if I win." Footage of the visit was
distributed on a military Web site.
Cheney landed at Baghdad International
Airport. then flew by helicopter for talks
with U.S. and Iraqi officials. It is Cheney's
third vice presidential trip to Iraq where
160.000 American troops are deployed and
the U.S. death toll is nearing 4.000.
The U.S. Embassy in Baghdad said it
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Obama, Clinton
teams trade
barbs on attacks

STIHL

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
(AP)
CHICAGO
Strategists for the campaigns of
Barack Obama and Hillary
Rodham Clinton exchanged calculated barbs Sunday over
accountability and ethics and
who is engaging in personal
attacks.
communications
Obama
director Robert Gibbs called on
Clinton to release full postWhite House tax returns; disclose all congressional "earmarks," or pet projects she had
inserted into spending bills: and
release all documents on the
Clinton Foundation and Clinton
Library, including a list of
donors.
"What is lurking in those
documents?" Gibbs asked as the
two campaigns had dueling
phone conference calls with
reporters. 'There are gaps that
need to be filled," said senior
David
strategist
Obama
Axelrod.
"This is a tried and true technique of the Obama campaign
that has repeatedly shifted negative when they find the momentum working against them," said
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Three people missing after N.Y.C. crane collapse

Gary Palmer Key
glac,ldt: service for Gary Palmer Key was today (Monday) at
11 a.m. at the Murray Memonal Gardens. Rev. Kerry
Lambert officiated. Pallbearers were Bill Page, Russell Moss,
Robert Junior McCage, Dick Dameron. Vernon
Murrell and Kim Dameron. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy rnay be made to St.
•
•
Jude's Children's Research Hospital, P.O. Box 50.
Memphis, TN 38101-9929 or Calloway County Humane Society,
Box 764, Murray, KY 42071.
. Mr. Key,66, Mockingbird Drive, Murray, died Thursday, March
p.2008, at 4:41 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
' An automotive salesman, he served in the Army Reserves and
as of Methodist faith. He was born March 30. 1941, in Calloway
County. Preceding him in death was his father, Harry Key.
Survivors include his wife, Faye Key; one daughter, Debbie
Dameron and husband, Kim, Oxford, Miss.; one granddaughter.
Krystele Dameron, Omaha, Neb.; his mother, Jessie Key, and one
sister, Judy Cunningham and husband, Danny, all of Murray; one
brother, Jerry Key and wife. Joyce, Coldwater.

P.O.

James Frank (Mousey) Dowdy

James Frank (Mousey)Dowdy, 69, Murray, died Sunday, March
16, 2008, at 12:55 p.m. at his home.
Born Feb. 13, 1939, he was the son of the late
James Vidas Dowdy and Edith Dowdy McKinney.
He was a retiree of the Murray Sanitation
Department.
Survivors include his wife, Gloria Dowdy; two
sons, Jimmy Dowdy and wife, Melissa, and Danny
Dowdy, and one daughter, Kathy McKendnte and
husband, Joe, all of Murray; three brothers. Jerry
Dowdy and Ricky Dowdy, all of Murray, and
Darrel Dowdy and wife, Diane. Michigan; two sisters, Sharon Elkins, Calhoun, and Patsy Bogard,
Benton; 10 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the chape
Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the M
y
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4
p.m. Tuesday. Online condolences may be made to
www.imesmiller.com

Ova Bailey
Elva Bailey, 82, Dudley Drive, Murray, died Sunday. March 16,
2008, at 8:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lena Farmer
Mrs. Lena Farmer, 84, Valencia, Calif., formerly of Symsonia,
died Tuesday, March II, 2008, at 5:30 a.m. at Province Holy Cross
Hospital, Mission Hills, Calif.
A charter member of Elva Baptist Church, she was the daughter
of the late Henry Elrod and Lillie Farmer Elrod. Survivors include
one daughter, Alice Shemwell, one son, Gary Farmer, and one
granddaughter, Amy Casson, two great-grandchildren, Caroline
Casson and Audrey Casson. all of Valencia; five sisters, Edith
Carper and Ruby Starks, both of Benton, Carolyn Wyatt. Hardin,
Elizabeth Price, Jefferson City. Tenn., and Bertha Finch, Paducah;
three brothers, Ernest Elrod, Symsonia, Earl Eked, Paducah, and
Clay Elrod. Ledbetter.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Mike Littrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Symsonia Cemetery, Visitation is now at
the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
American Heart Association, Ohio Valley Affiliate. Kentucky
Region, 333 Guthrie Dr., Suite, 207. Louisville, KY 40202 or
American Cancer Society, c/o Gail Dyke, 1180 Dyke Rd., Benton,
KY 42025.
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NhYv YORK (AP)-'Three
people remained missing more
than a day after a construction
crane crashed down on a
Manhattan
neighborhood.
killing at least four workers,
injuring dozens and damaging
six buildings.
-There's no sign of life so
far," Mayor Michael Bloomberg
said Sunday afternoon near the
scene of the deadly accident.
But that doesn't mean rescuers
won't find any as they "go in
and get closer," he added.
Crews worked through the
night, hunting for two more
workers and a woman believed
to be inside a demolished town
house. Officials haven't identified them.
"We're still calling it a search
operation,"
said
Fire
Commissioner
Nicholas
Scoppetta. But, he said, "with
each passing hour, things get a
little more grim."
The missing woman had
come from Miami to celebrate
St. Patrick's Day and to visit a
friend who lived in the town
house, said John LaGreco,
owner of Fubar, a saloon on the
ground floor of the town house.
The woman was in her friend's
second-floor apartment at the
time of the accident, he said. Her
nd was rescued, he said.
Debris was cleared "delicately and meticulously" to prevent
further damage, said Buildings
Department Commissioner Pat
Lancaster, who joined the mayor
and other officials at the scene.
Crews also removed a 25foot section of the white crane
that broke into pieces Saturday
afternoon, and had about 180
feet left to remove, along with
piles of the debris from the dam,
aged buildings, Lancaster said.
The crane rose 19 stories and
was attached to an apartment
tower under construction when
it broke away Saturday and toppled like a tree onto buildings as
far as a block away.
Four workers were killed in
the accident. They were identified as Wayne Bleidner, 51, of

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) Welcome to Day One, take two.
Lt. Gov. David Paterson prepared to take over this morning
for Gov. Eliot Spitzer, whose
vow as he took office of "Day
One, Everything Changes," was
unraveled a week ago by revelations of a prostitution scandal.
At his swearing-in as the
Nispapers and co-chairman of
the American Society of state's 55th governor, Paterson
Newspaper Editors' Freedom of plans to use his inaugural speech
to project confidence and optiInformation Committee.
"On the other hand, it's grati- mism, while relating his own
fying to see that almost 90 per- personal struggles to New
cent believe a candidate's post- York's ability to overcome chaltion on open government is an lenges, an aide said.
Paterson will become the
important issue when they make
their Election Day choices," he state's first black governor and would be the nation's first
said.
The survey of 1,012 adults legally blind chief executive to
was commissioned by ASNE as serve more than a few days.
After acknowledging what a
part of a yearlong campaign to
difficult week it has been for the
have candidates for all levels of
state, Paterson plans to talk
office discuss their positions on
about the need for Republicans
government access issues.
and his fellow Democrats to
Half of the poll respondents
work together to address presssaid government at the state
ing issues. including the state
level is secretive, while 44 perbudget.
cent viewed it as open. Those
On Sunday. Paterson was
who see local government as catching
up on budget details
secretive increased from 34 per- and
preparing - and memorizcent in 2007 to 40 percent in the ing - his inauguration speech.
2008 survey.
Spitzer was scheduled to offi-

in the past
months to the construction s
where a 43-story high-rise c
dominium was going up.
of the violations was related
the crane, Bloomberg said.
On Sunday, the Reliiinc
Construction Group, the pro4
jeces contractor, released a
statement expressing sympathy
to the families of the dead and
injured and said it was cooperating with government investig
tors.
"We have already launch
our own internal investigation
understand exactly what caused
this tragedy and we believe it
prudent not to co
nt furthei
at this time," the com any said.i
Reliance said it ha subcon:,;
tracted different parts o
104
and that New York Crane
ned
the crane. Repeated met e
for New York Crane have
been returned.
About 250 cranes operate
the city on any given day,
the accident shouldn't al
New Yorkers living
rise construc
s, the
mayor said
is
very nag,
ic but al••
rare occurrence
said. But neighborres ents and a Manhattan
borough official raised concerto
about city inspections at dig
apartment tower.
•
"I warned the Buildings
Department on March 4 that it
was not sufficiently braced
against the building," said Bruce
Silberblatt, a retired contractor
and vice president of the Turtle
Bay Neighborhood Association..
Retired ironworker Kerry
Walker, who with his wife lived
in the top-floor apartment of the
four-story town house and left
minutes before the collapse, had
complained that the crane
appeared dangerously unstable.;
his stepson said. "He knows all
about cranes and said this one
had no braces, everything was
too minimal," John Viscardi
said. "He told one friend on the
phone that 'if you don't hear
from me, it's because the crane
fell on my house."
a LIULCII %101d1.1kM1S

AP

A section of collapsed crane protrudes from a crushed building on 50th Street near Second Avenue Saturday in New York.
The giant crane toppled over at a construction site and
smashed into a block of East Side residential buildings. Fire
Department officials said two people were dead and several
others were taken to two area hospitals.
Pelham; Brad Cohen, 54. of described as among the city's
Farmingdale; Anthony Mazza, worst.
39; and Aaron Stephens, 45, of
City officials said the broken
New York City, police said crane passed inspection Friday.
Sunday.
Investigators were focusing
Twenty-four others were on a heavy-duty collar used to
injured, including 11 first tie the crane to the building's
responders, Bloomberg said. side, including whether a series
Eight people remained hospital- of hoists and nylon straps was
ized, officials said.
strong enough to sustain its
Officials were investigating weight, Lancaster told the New
whether human or mechanical York Times.
error led to the construction-site
'The city had answered 38
accident, which the mayor complaints and issued more than

Paterson projects optimism in
inauguration as N.Y. governor

More people see federal
government as secretive
Nearly nine in 10 Americans
say it's important to know presidential and congressional candidates' positions on open government, but three out of four view
the federal government as secrenye. according to a survey
released Sunday.
Scripps
Howard
News
Service and Ohio University
conducted the survey in conjunction with Sunshine Week. a
nationwide effort by media
organizations to draw attention
to the public's right to know.
The survey found a significant increase in the percentage
of Americans who believe the
federal government is very or
somewhat secretive, from 62
percent of those surveyed in
2006 to 74 percent in 2008.
That's a sobering jump, said
David Westphal. Washington
McClatchy
for
editor
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cially resign at
noon
today.
apd Paterson
will officially
take over an
hour
later
before a joint
session of the
Legislature in
the Assembly
chamber. He
spent much of
week
last
meeting
with
Democratic and Republican
leaders in preparation for his
unexpected transition.
The new governor was
Spitzer's lieutenant for just 14
months. Paterson has been a
Democratic state senator since
1985, representing parts of
Harlem and Manhattan's Upper
West Side.
He graduated from Columbia
University and Hofstra School
of Law.
His father, Basil, a former
state
senator
representing
Harlem and later New York's
first black secretary of state, was
part of a political fraternity that
included fellow Democrats U.S.
Rep. Charles Rangel and former
New York City Mayor David
Dinkins.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT

Investments Since 1854
Dose JOIlts Ind. Avg.

-11938.1 • 13.0

Air Products ----8957 + 0.43

KA-leer-

AT&T.

+ 0.17

Mattel .-_--.-_-_-.19.63• 0.18

118&T.

11.54 + 0.21

McDonald.,

.53.75 • 1.03

Brigp & Stratton

16.66. 0.19

Merck

4130 + 033

Bristol Myers Squibb

20.85 + 0.21

Caterpillar

74.18- 0.61

J.C. Penne,

.37.94 • 0.76

Cbe+ron Texaco Corp

84.42 • 0,92

Daimler Chrysler ---_-80.85 • 0.77

Dean Foods

19.66 + 0.04

Euon•Mobil-_.--

8519 - 0.62

- 0.07
Pemico. Ins.......--_.-._ 69.04 + 039
Pfizer. Inc. ........ .....____20.71 + 0.07
Regions Financial

_20.22 - 0.03
18.95 + 0.19

General Electric

_5.16 - 0.13
it 53.0.29

Sciiering-Plough
Sears Holding Corp

93.66- 1.41

General Motors

18.75 - 0.47

Time Harrier _________13.92 • 0.11

,Ford Motor

GlaxoSmithKline ADR-41.07 + 0.22

US Bancorp

Good,ear _

24.81 • 0.80

&pled Bank' ..........13.26 B 13.99 A

IBM

HellPoint Inc

47.19 + 0.10

lial•Mart

50.18 + 0.36

.113.72 - 1.51

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 I 800444 1854
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Feast your eyes on this! • FREE CHECKING
60 ATMs • 18 BANKING CENTERS • FREE ONLINE BANKING
BILL PAY • E-STATEMENTS AND

FREE PORTABLE CORNINGWARE*1

Whcri you open a new checking account at Heritage Bank you not only get an amazing
number of products and services, you also get a present for your presence. We cordially
request the favor of your company as a new customer at Heritage Bank. And
we'll gladly return the favor . . . with a gift of Portable Corning War?!

Ifyou're an existing customer and
you refer afriend, you both receive the gift!

so
COSPIIPICWAIIT• SIT INCLOITIIS

EB

2.9 QI sat

+ 0.69

c9.19.0.77

HERITAGE BANK IS DISHING OUT A NEW DEAL!

•

74.17 - 0.12

atm so DISH WITH PLASTIC (Ovta, A HOT & COLD PACE A50 A PADO10 CAUSING CASE
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FORUM
IN OUR OPINION

We're happy
our Racers
are dancin'!

I WAS HOPING
IT WOULD'VE GROWN
MORE AFTER
FIVE YEARS... ,

It's Ladies Night tonight!
Now that the men's basketball "Selection Sunday" is out of the way, we will learn tonight who
Murray State's women will face in the NCAA
Women's Basketball Tournament and where.
The latest ESPN Bracketology prediction is for
the Racers as a No. 14 seed to face No. 3 seed
Duke. Predictions have also had Murray State playing California, while some were thinking the
NCAA powers-that-be might hook MSU and head
coach Jody Adams with her alma mater and former head coach Pat Summitt and defending
national champion Tennessee.
All the answers will be revealed tonight when
the tournament pairings will be announced at 6
p.m. CST.
But whoever and wherever the Racers play, they
have earned a ton of support and respect from
the Racer Nation. The players are smart and hardworking and have established a strong foundation
for the future of Murray State women's basketball.
They have also added to the women's athletic success at MSU that has included rifle, golf and tennis.
Coach Adams has certainly put her fingerprint
on this team in just her first season taking the
reins of these Racers. Her enthusiasm and attitude
has added a spark to this team and these women
that has helped them take yet another step toward
their championship goals by claiming that coveted
Ohio Valley Conference crown and gain entrance
Into the women's national tournament,for the first
time in school history.
Wishes of good luck are with you, Racers. Your
fans, university and community are behind you.
You have made us proud!
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)

Washington. DC. 20510
1-202-225-3115

2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
%WAS' house govisvhilfield

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)

137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
*v.v., pm dunning0dunning senate gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

361ARussell Senate Office Building
1.202-224-2541 (Washington 0)

Washington. DC 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)

Frankfort, Ky 40601
1-800-372-7181

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail rnelvin henley0Irc ky goy

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices Capitol Annex
1-800-372.7181
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Poll: Iraqie tattitudes more helpful
By WILLIAM C. MANNthe areas i had emphasized.
Only 18 percent said it had
Associated Press Writer
improved their conditions
WASHINGTON (AP) —
then, compared with 36 perIraqis are finding their lives
now.
cent
more hopeful but give the
The nationwide poll found
United States little credit for
Iraqis' negative assessthe
the improvement, an internaof the rapid troop
ment
tional media poll finds.
came from all catebuildup
Instead, poll respondents
of respondents. Still.
gones
credited the Iraqi governthe poll responses reflected
ment, police and army.
the overall improved assessThe poll. released Monday
ment of conditions now as
to observe this week's fifth
opposed to August, the
anniversary of the U.S.-led
month after the buildup was
invasion of Iraq. was comfully in place.
missioned by ABC News in
Regarding security, politiconjunction with the British
dialogue, ability of the
cal
Broadcasting Corp., ARD
government and ecoIraqi
Japanese
German TV and the
nomic development, 42 perbroadcaster NHK.
cent to 53 percent of the
The Bush administration
respondents found the situahas credited an increase of
tion worse. Those findings
decrease
30,000 troops for a
were down by 17 points to
in violence, which it says
points from the same
27
has improved the lives of
questions eight months ago.
ordinary Iraqis.
Poll organizers said such
In the poll, however, more
reflect lingering negaratings
than half the Iraqis. 53 perfeelings toward the
tive
cent. felt that the rapid
March 2003 invasion.
buildup of U.S. troops in
-Direct ratings of the
Anbar province and in Baghlikely reflect the Unitsurge
dad has made overall securigeneral unpopulariStates'
ed
Even
ty worse. not better.
wnters said.
poll's
the
ty.howfindings,
negative
those
through the
-viewed
When
ever, were a sharp improveantipathy
general
of
filter
last
poll
ment since a similar
toward the United States."
August. Then. 70 percent
they wrote, the drop in negsaid the American buildup
ative sentiment is notable.
in
worse
had made matters

Frankfort, Ky 40601
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In line with that, the
poll's findings on "views of
the U.S. presence" in Iraq
were the highest since the
invasion. Asked whether the
"invasion was right," 49 percent said it was. The previous high had been 48 percent in the first poll of the
series, by ABC News in
February 2004, a virtual tie
with the current level due to
the poll's 2.5 percent error
margin.
In August, 57 percent of
Iraqis had replied that it was
"acceptable" to attack U.S.
forces. The poll released
Monday found that number
had dropped to 42 percent.
Likewise, 47 percent said
last August that the foreign
coalition's forces should
leave Iraq. In the new poll,
that had dropped to 38 percent.
The poll showed that
Iraq's sectarian problems
remain huge. Asked to evaluate their own lives, the
country's current condition
and whether they expect better lives for their children,
the mood of the Sunni Muslim minority was bleaker
than that of either the nonArab Kurdish minority or the
Shiite Arab majority.
More than eight-it- 10
Sunni Arabs said the condi-

tion of the country was bad;
just over half of the Kurds,
most of whom are Sunni,
also felt that the things were
going badly. Of the Shiites,
who are 60 percent of the
population and control the
government, fewer than four
in 10 found things were
going badly.
Despite improvements,
overall security remained thc
country's main problem in
the minds of most Iraqis.
At the same time, most
reported that their own lives
were going well. In August,
fewer than four in 10 said
that; in the new poll, 55
percent said it. More than
six in 10 said local security
was good, 19 percentage
points higher than in August.
Looking ahead, however,
fewer than half expect their
country to be better in a
year's time. Still, that number, 46 percent, is twice the
percentage of last August,
when only 23 percent
expected a better year ahead.
The poll was conducted
Feb., 12-20 through interviews with a random sample
of 2,228 Iraqi adults, including oversamples in Anbar
province and in Baghdad and
other major cities. The margin of error was 2.5 percentage points.
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COMMUNITY
Murray Main Street plans
meetings during this week

Ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club house.
Sue Veazey will be hostess
and ladies are asked to call
her at 492-8353 to sign up for

Murray Main Street Board of Directors
will meet Tuesday at 8 a.m. at the Historic Downtown Post Office Building.
On Wednesday at 7:45 a.m. the design
Committee will meet at 5th & Main Coffees,
The Organization Committee will meet
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. and the Promotion
Committee will meet Friday at noon, both
in Historic Downtown Post Office Building.
Jo's
Roger Reichmuth, president, urges all
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen members to attend these meetings.
Community
Transit board will meet Editor
Murray Calloway Transit Authority will
conduct its monthly board meeting Tuesday at II a.m. at the
Weaks Community Center.

South Marshall Senior Citizens will have a country ham
breakfast Tuesday from 6 to 9 a.m. at the Hardin community
building.

Kindergarten Registration planned

•

'Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a washing machine for a family has
been issued by the Murray Family Resource Youth Services
Center. Any one having one to donate is asked to call Julie
Stone, coordinator of the center at 759-9592.

Lupus Support Group to meet
ad;
S.
ere
S.

West Kentucky Chapter Lupus Support Group will meet
tonight at 6 in the private dining room I of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Relay for Life team plans promotion

play on Wednesday.
Winners of bridge play on
March 12 were Mary Alice
Smith, first place. and Melva
Hatcher, second place, according to Veazey, hostess.

AARP Safe Driver Class
being offered on March 29

Ham breakfast at Hardin

. The Murray Independent School District will host Kinder.garten Registration today from 5 to 6:30 at Murray Elemen-tary School, 111 Broach St. Children who will be five on or
before Oct. 1, 2008 are eligible for registration. A current Kentucky physical examination, Kentucky immunization certificate,
-eye exam from an optometrist or ophthalmologist and a copy
of child's social security card and official birth certificate will
.be required for registration.

411011111111011111.Yl ed

Photo provided
Pictured are Sid Easley, speaker, with Frances Spillman,
president of UDC chapter.

Easley presents program
for United Daughters
Sid Easley, local attorney,
was the guesrspeaker at the
February meeting of the J.N.
Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy held in the annex of
Calloway
County
Public
Library.
Easley gave a preview of a
family history book he plans

to publish. His emphasis was
on how the War Between the
States affected his ancestors.
The chapter will meet
Wednesday a 1 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. Frances Spillman, president, urges all members are urged to attend and
visitors are welcome.

Area drivers, aged fifty and
older, will once again have
the opportunity to participate
in an AARP Safe Driver class.
Sponsored by the Henry State
Farm Insurance Agency, the
course is open to drivers who
wish to review safe driving techniques and update their knowledge of changes in driving
laws. Drivers need not be members of AARP or be insured
by the State Farm Insurance
Company.
"We're really pleased to
sponsor these classes," said
Doug Henry of the Henry Insurance Agency. "We had a nice
response to the last class, and
we strongly encourage all drivers over the age of fifty who
have not yet taken a Safe Driver class to seriously consider this opportunity."
"Drivers who take the class
and are at least 55 years of
age will be eligible for a discount on their auto insurance
premiums of three, four or five
percent," said Gordon Loberger, course instructor, who is
an AAA-trained and certified
driver's training instructor and
an AARP-trained and certified
Safe Driver instructor.

'While examining changes in
traffic laws and driving techniques, we will focus primarily on the effects of aging on
drivers' skills and how to compensate for physical and mental changes as we grow older,"
said Loberger. He emphasized
that no tests will be given and
no driving is required. Class
members will be given class
materials to keep and will view
audio-visual aids and listen to
class presentations.
The class will be held Saturday. March 29, in the fellowship hall of First Christian
Church, Ill North 5th St„
Murray. Parking space is available in the church parking lot
or across the street in the city
parking lot. The Henry Agency
will provide a light breakfast
and a lunch for the class, which
will be held front 8 a.m, until
mid-afternoon. An enrollment
fee is payable on the morning
of the class meeting.
To enroll in the class or
receive further information.
interested drivers should call the
Henry Agency at 753-9935 or
Gordon Loberger at 753-6783.
0

1-Kidds Childhood Enrichment Center Relay for Life team
will have a rebate night at The Big Apple on Tuesday.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut S'
NO CHECK s

Tiger Booster Club to meet
Ur

the

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAR, 20
moviesinmurray.com

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents and other interested individuals are encouraged
to attend.

Horton Hears A Who
G - 6:55 - 8:55
College Road Trip
G - 7:10 - 9:05
Juno
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:25

Retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple, Murray. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

ves
st.

Project Graduation committee will meet

ity

Calloway County High School 2008 Project Graduation Food
Committee will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center
at the school. Several volunteers are needed to help with this
event. If you are a parent of a senior, please plan to attend.
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Murray Elementary
will meet Tuesday at
interested persons are
Monday and Tuesday

School Based Decision Making Council
3:30 p.m. in the conference room. All
invited. SBDM parent elections will be
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

CCHS Alumni will meet
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's with the main topic
of conversation being the annual alumni scholarship. All members are urged to attend. If you are interested in joining the
group call Laura Lee Winchester at 227-3441 or go to the link
on the CCHS web page.

10,000 B.C.
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:45
Photo provided
PLAYING GAMES: Members of Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 participated in the Murray
Main Street Trivia Night for 2008. The fundraiser was for the non-profit organization to help the
downtown area of Murray The Woodmen theme was "Take me out to the ballgame" complete
with food (hotdogs, popcorn, peanuts, etc.) and a lot of fun. Clockwise from front: Molly
Anderson, Shawn Johnson, Kim Royalty. Jason Royalty, Joann Faihst, Mike Faihst, Mark
Andeson and Colleen Anderson.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
'p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 290,7061.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house with Vocal Ensemble of the
department to present the program.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Chapter will meet
a

Never Back Down
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:50

MES Council will meet

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

1

SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Tuesday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library as the library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings
on Wednesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Wal-Mart, Paris, Tenn.; on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Office Depot. Murray.

MHS banquet scheduled
Murray High School Basketball Banquet will be Saturday.
April 13, at 2 p.m. at the school. Ball players, all managers,
cheerleaders, dance team members and parents are invited to
attend. Desserts and drinks will be provided.

Hickory Woods
iiPtirement CentPr

HAPPENINGS

Semi-Pro
R - 7:35 - 9:35
Vantage Point
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:10
Program Information Call 753-3314 :

Proud to be a part of
the community.

by Anntta Peeler

What a quiet week! Sometimes
that's good so we can concentrate
on resting and relaxing before taking off on our next set Of Xi/Vines. Ethel has planned several St.
Patrick's Day events this week
including searching for the "Po( of
Gold." We had Irish music with
Joan and Karen today and then
Wednesday Annette Hetda and her
violin. Right at the heels of Si
Patrick's Day we'll be planning
Easter events. It seems strange
that St. Patrick's Day is almost the
same week as Easter.
We loved having the Brooks
Chapel ladies group with us this
week along with Laura Vinson's
group.
Easter is such a special time. We
all remember getting a new hat
and white gloves along with a new
dress for church on Easter Sunday
morning. Coloring and decorating
Easter eggs and then hiding them
with all our cousins was a highlight. Easter always meant family
and get togethers. Of course,
Easter Is all Of those things
most importantly when our Savior
died on the cross for us and rose
on the third day.
We've got a busy week ahead
and we arc looking forward to
more warm weather. If you come
to visit, in between activities.
you'll find us oui on the front
porch in our rockers

MURRAY OFFICE NOW OPEN

Matt Cothran, Susan Holmes & Stephanie Leibee

Banking Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 am-4:00 pm
Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm

4111*
BANK OF CADIZ
& TRUST CO.

(270) 759-4852
630 N. 12th St. - Murray
www.bankofcadiz.com
ATM AVAILABLE 24 HOURS

else lodes or In* lakt Isoine
v mar eltne
64 Utlerback NAL • Murray, Ky
nose MID 734-11700 • 1-8t111-231-5014
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Murray schools help raise funds for 'Heroes'campaign
1 he Murray Independent
The Tiger
School District
Paws Helping Red Cross," participated for the second year in il
row in the Murray-Calloway
'ounty Red Cross "Heroes."
Murray Elementary School.
Murray Middle School and
Murray High School sponsored
1und-raising initiatives and
raised almost $800 for the
Murray Calloway County Red
Cross Chapter.
The MES sold blue jean passes to teachers, MMS student
council representatives sold flip
flop and hat passes and MHS
student °until representatives
host 'heir annual data match
survey in conjunction to
Valentine's Day. Through these
events MES raised ($119),
MMS ($2/15) and Murray High
($350)totaling $755.00 to benefit the conimunity's local chapter.
Janet Caldwell. MES principal, said the partnership with
Red Cross is an invaluable asset
In the area community. We at
Murray Elementary are proud to
support the Amencan Red Cross
as they provide a great ',CI-Vice to
our community and country.'
Murray
the
Through
Independent School District's
participation in last year's
"Heroes" campaign. the local
Red Cross Chapter provided
assistance to over 60 individuals
ss ith disaster sersiLes. pros ided
emergency COMMilnit:illiOnS to
21 families in the military.
trained over 2,18X1 people in
C

health and safety courses, provided over 50 swim scholar7,000
distributed
ships,
brochures and information, provided disaster education to over
2,0(10 people. and also assisted
with projects such as the Vials of
Life. A project that helped in
meeting the Mission and helping
people prevent, prepare for, and
respond to emergencies.
1.4une Edminster, MHS student council advisor, said it is
very important for students to be
aware of a community's many
needs and to realize the importance of supporting those needs.
"Laurie Edminster, MHS student council advisor, said it is
very important for students to be
aware of a community's many
needs and to realize the importance of supporting those needs,
"not just financially, but with
our time as well."
Edminster said the Data
Match survey is the largest yearly MHS Student Council
fundraiser held. "Each year
council members select which
charity they want to donate the
funds to from this data survey,"
she said. "Students fill out a personal interest survey that consists of approximately 20 questions. We send the surveys to a
company that computes the
data, matching students with
compatible dates and friends."
C'aitlin Williams, senior and
MHS student council president,
said Data Match is an activity
that student council uses each
year to raise funds for various

charities. "Through the years,
we have donated our proceeds to
Relay for Life, the Red Cross,
Leukemia
Children's
the
Foundation, and other civic
health-related organizations.
Supporting this activity is a way
for students to directly impact
their community in a positive
way!"
Williams said heroes can provide role model charactenstics
for others to emulate. "Out of
the many heroes in my life, my
parents stand out the most. Both
of them work so hard to give me
and my siblings countless
opportunities. They have always
been my number one supporters
and fans, yet at the same time
they don't hesitate to criticize
my actions when I do something
wrong. I know I can always
count on them to be honest and
loving."
Williams said her heroes
have given up so much for
their family. "for that I will
always respect and idolize
them."
In addition to assisting with
the local fundraising efforts.
Carol Chapman, MMS administrative assistant, coordinated the
recent MMS Red Cross Blood
Dnve with Dita Gardner, donor
recruitment representative.
Chapman explained the drive
as a "success." "We had 15
first time donors and we exceeded our school goal of 40 people." she said. "Approximately
48 people came to participate.
but only 43 were able to give
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said. "My mother is
he
lives,"
all
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uled, but had to cancel due to effort to
that our heroes do to help our my inspiration because she
bad weather."
donated blood to the Red Cross.
Chapman said it is so inspir- district."
It made me feel good when she
grade
sixth
Jordan Kendall,
ing to watch as the students,
up for the MMS blood
school personnel and communi- MMS student council represen- signed
I'll probably follow in
drive.
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old enough."
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able to gain a personal sense of changing for others. "1 know
helping others, while also being when I participate in anything
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WOW DONATION: Dot Bazzell, Rachel Jackson and Brooks Rose of Woodmen of the World
recently made a donation to the Calloway County High School Project Graduation Committee
is an
They are pictured with CCHS seniors Austin Dodd and Katie Clark Project Graduation
is
project
the
of
The
goal
seniors
all night party held the night of graduation for all graduating
graduates
new
the
for
event
ree
substance-f
fun,
and
to provide a safe,
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EASTERN STAR MAKES DONATION: Dot Bazzell, and luta Hutson of the Murray Eastern

Stars recently made a donation to the Calloway County High School Project Graduation
Committee. They are pictured with CCHS seniors Austin Dodd and Katie Clark. If interestecj
in supporting this project. send donations to CCHS Project Graduation, 2108 College Farril
Road, Murray, KY 42071. Attention. Katy Walls.
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MURRAY-CALLO WAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to building

healthcare. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital
ti,
expansion projects it is found every day in our people. We would likc
•

introduce Carla Talley, our next MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE OF CARE recipient. She is an Accounts Payable Specialist, and
has been delivering quality care to our community for almost 35 years.
'It s • privilege to have worked with so many fantastic people for the past 35
.ars I have seen many positive changes take place over the years and
atchod the hospital continue to grow Now, we are expanding to better meet
the needs of people in ow region so we can continuo to provide exceptional
care I am proud to be makInva contribution to our community as an employee
of Murray Hospital -

To find out more about our Cornerstones of Care,
and our expansion progress. visit www.murrayhospttal.org

•••••••••••••••••
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COUNTY
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Murray
Woman's
Club will
recognize
winners
Murray Woman's Club wi:l!
recognize the winners of the
Clubwomen Arts and Crafts:
and Student Poetry and Short
Story contests at the general
meeting on Thursday. March
27, at 6 p.m. at the club house.
Cynthia Barnes, second vice
president and presenter, invitei
all club members, the club
winners and the students and
their parents to attend this
event.
Also, awards will be pre;
sented to the club's Volunteer
of the Year, Newcomer of did
Year. and Clubwoman of the
Year.
Refreshments will be served.
Hostesses for this meeting will
be members of the Alpha and
Theta Departments of the club.
A short business meeting
for club women will be held
following the reception.
For more information, con,
act Gale Vinson, first vice presi
dent. at 753-5452.
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10 years ago
Murray High School Speech
team woo its sixth state championship at the Kentucky High School
Speech League State Tournament
at Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green. Mark Etherton is
ciqach of the team.
„t Published is a picture of Sydni
3iubblefie1d of Murray enjoying
game of tug-of-war with Dharilla, a neighborhood pet, near her
home on Poplar Street. She is a
*talent at East Elementary School.
Che photo was by Staff Photogripher Bernard Kane.
Mr and Mrs. William M. Boyd
pIl be married for 50 years March
9.
• 28 Years ago
Murray State University played
host to the 40th annual Quad State
Senior High school Band FestiVal. Over 350 students from high
;chools throughout Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois and Indiana participated in the event, sponsored
fly MSU Department of Music.
Allison Carr, Murray High
School senior, is featured as "Murray Ledger & Times Miss Spnngin the annual special section for
1.988 published by the newspaper.
30 years ago
' Published is a picture of Murray City Clerk Jo Crass placing
the first Murray city auto sticker
of 1978 on a city vehicle, marking the start of city auto sticker
sales. The sticker costs $10. This
is for all city residents and county residents employed in the city.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Murray Tigers lost 65-46 to Lone
Oak Purple Flash with Frank
Gilliam high scorer for Murray;
and Mayfield Cardinals won 7353 over Paducah Tilghman. In the
finals Mayfield Cardinals won 6256 over Lone Oak Purple Flash
for the championship.

40 years ago
R.K. Carpenter, local manager
for Southern Bell Telephone Company, said "The company will spend
approximately $300,000 in Murray and Calloway County in 1968
to expand and improve telephone
facilities and service."
Army Specialist Four Larry E.
Scott has been assigned as a radio
repairman in the 2nd Maintenance
Battalion near Vung Tau, Vietnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rowland
will be rnamed for 50 years March
17.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Memorial Baptist Church building as it now stands at Main and
10th Streets, Murray. The new
education building will join the
present structure at the back and
extend to the east, according to
Rev. T.A. Thacker, pastor of the
church.
Cal Luther has been named
head basketball coach at Murray
State College
The Murray Knights rolled over
visiting Lyon County 93-60 to
clinch the season championship of
the Atomic Valley Independent Basketball League. Gene Landolt is
coach and Bill Parker is assistant
coach.
60 years ago
The Murray Dark-fired Tobacco Market will close March 26,
according to Cecil Thurmond, secretary of the Murray Tobacco
Board of Trade. The season's sale
now totals 10,088,630 pounds for
$2,853-292.78 and an average price
of $28.28 per 100 pounds in figures released by Thurmond.
Leslie R. Putnam, professor of
voice at Murray State College,
was presented a Master Key, highest award of Lionism, at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club.

COMI6/ FEATURES
Husband remains in the dark
about wife's nighttime visitor
DEAR ABBY: 1 am 27, and
my wife, 'Marybeth,' is 26.
We recently went to my folks'
house for supper. That evening
a heavy snowstorm was starting and, because the trip home
is 30 miles, we decided to stay
overnight.
old
My
bedroom is
upstairs, as
the
are
rooms of my
brothers,
ages 25, 24
and 22. The
guest room
downis
stairs.
Because the
is quite
room
Abigail
By
small, and
Van Buren
Marybeth
said she felt a cold coming on,
we decided I'd sleep in my old
room.
The next day, while we were
driving home. Marybeth told
me she was glad I had come
to her room after all and made
love to her.
Abby, it wasn't me She had
mistaken one of my brothers
for me in the darkness. We are
all about the same size and build.
I have talked to each of my
brothers (they all know about
this), but they won't say who
it was for fear of causing a
rift between the guilty party
and me. I told them that unless
I find out who it was, there
will be a permanent rift between
all of us. (Marybeth still doesn't know it wasn't me.)
How do I handle this? --

Dearillby

ENRAGED IN ROCHESTER,
N.Y.
DEAR ENRAGED: While
you and your brothers may
have a strong family resemblance, I find it hard to believe
that you all smell, taste and
make love like clones. So please
do not accept as gospel that
your wife didn't have an inkling
that it wasn't you. As to who
actually crept into her bed in
your absence, if your brothers
won't reveal who the guilty party
is, then they're all equally guilty,
and I wouldn't blame you for
severing ties with them.
It's time to have a serious
chat with your wife and get
chapter and verse on what happened that night. Then she
should be tested for STDs and
treated if necessary.
It is possible for a couple
to get past something like this,
if you're both willing to work
at it. The shortest route would
be with the help of a licensed
family therapist.
•••
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Aren't you glad
he did say banana?
Aside from the "drunken raisin"
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
used several of your home reme- (raisins soaked in gin), cherries
dies with success. The "'drunken have proven useful in preventraisin" for gout, the soap under ing and treating gout. Purple grape
the sheets for leg cramps. cas- juice and liquid pectin have been
tor oil for arthritis and more. equally successful in the treatment
My husband thought I had final- of arthritis. I have even had some
ly "gone off readers write to me about its
the deep end" usefulness in relieving IBS sympwhen I went toms.
To give you more informahim
after
with a hand- tion on these conditions and other
ful of banana home remedies, I am sending
you copies of my Health Reports
peels.
had "About Gout,- "Eczema and PsoWe
"Understanding
been using a riasis,"
prescription Osteoartbritis" and "Dr. Gott's
medication Compelling Home Remedies".
DEAR DR. GOTT: Help! I
on his psorievery literally have plastic grocery bags
asis
day for more full of empty prescription botBy
two tles with the labels still on them.
Dr. Peter Gott than
The labels have my name,
years. It has
had very little effect. I rubbed the medication, dosage and much
the inside of the banana peels more on them. They are imposon the affected patches (his head, sible to remove from the botneck, face and back) once a day. tles, and I am afraid to throw
After three days, the psoriasis them in the garbage with the
had nearly cleared up (about 90 rest of my trash because of the
percent was gone). My husband information on them. Can anothnow uses the peels once a week er person do anything with this
information?
to keep his skin clear.
DEAR READER: In theory,
Thank you, from both of us,
for passing along all these help- yes. Certain drugs are prescribed
for certain diseases. To prevent
ful hints.
DEAR READER: Other read- private information from going
ers have had marvelous success public, use magic marker to block
treating their psoriasis with the out the information before disbanana-peel therapy. It is cheap, carding the bottles. Another option
is to soak the bottles in water
easy, safe and — apparently —
effective. For those unfamiliar (warm/hot works fastest). This
with this therapy, all you do is will allow the paper to separate
rub the inside of the banana peel from the adhesive for easy
on the affected patches of skin removal. It is more time cononce a day. Remember not to suming but completely removes
waste the banana. It is nutritious the label rather than simply covering it up. These simple soluand delicious.
The other therapies you men- tions should relieve many of your
tioned have also had positive concerns.
results for many of my readers.

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: I'm 19 and
have a 9-month-old, "Sean." I
live with his dad, "Richie," and
my father-in-law, "Dick."
Dick drinks a lot and offers
my baby beer. Dick also likes
to tease Sean. He also leaves
coins, toothpicks and cotton
swabs on the floor, where Sean
sometimes sleeps.
My son puts everything he
can put his hands on into his
mouth. Dick loafs all day and
doesn't pay any of the bills.
Please give me some advice.
I'm so stressed out, I don't
•
•
know what to do. -- STRESSED
OUT, MIDLAND, TEXAS
DEAR STRESSED OUT:
your baby should not be
of California at Berkeley
First,
versity
evacuforces
British
1776,
In
Press
Assodated
The
By
had created a new
they
announced
on the floor in these
Revoluthe
sleeping
during
Boston
ated
17,
March
. Today is Monday.
South dealer.
radioactive element, "californium."
conditions. Second, offer your
North-South vulnerable.
the 77th day of 2008. There are tionary War.
submidget
U.S.
a
1966,
In
Theodore
he
President
Either
1906,
NORTH
In
husband a choice.
289 days left in the year. This is
hydromissing
a
located
marine
crusading
•A J 6 3
likened
Roosevelt first
insists that Dick straighten up
St. Patrick's Day.
IP A9 3
gen bomb which had fallen from
journalists to a man with "the
• Today's Highlight in History:
his act, or you'll take Sean and
•A 9 4
an Amencan bomber into the
s.
: Fifty years ago, on March 17, muckrake in his hand" in a speech
arrangement
make other living
4.4 3 2
Mediterranean off Spain.
1958, the U.S. Navy launched the to the Gridiron Club in WashingEAST
WEST
It's important, for your son's
a peaceful anti-Viet1968,
In
ton.
satellite.
Vanguard 1
2•97 5 4
•
sake, that you draw the line
protest in London was
War
nam
Girls
Fire
Camp
the
1910,
In
111K Q 8 76 5
114
• On this date:
NOW -- even if it means getfollowed by a not outside the
•.1
•Q 10 8 6 3
In A.D. 461 (or A.D. 493, organization was formed. (It was
ting a job and putting your
U.S. Embassy; more than 80 peo+107
+Q J 9 8 6 5
according to other authorities), St. formally presented to the public
ple were reported injured.
SOUTH
baby in day care. For "GrandPatrick, the patron saint of Ire- on this date two years later.)
•K Q 108
pa" to give him alcohol is
In 1950. scientists at the Uniland, died in Saul.
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Opening lead — four of hearts.
(21strr (2tor• R(20
IRISH READERS: A Happy
izsgr ci2tor
41 C2°74eg c.4r
Here is a remarkable hand
St. Patrick's Day to you all.
0p,Ist S2P•gr $4'
played in a rubber-bridge tournament
"May the road rise to meet
by the late French expert Pierre
you,
Albarran.
"May the wind be always
North's two-club bid asked South
he had a tOur-card major suit, and
if
at your back,
Albarran obliged with two spades.
"May the sun shine warm
For reasons unknown. North then
upon your face,
leaped to five spades. This could
upon
soft
"May the rain fall
hardly be the right bid, since a slam
was very unlikely opposite a 16- to
your fields,
18-point non-Lunn. Alharran, with no
IDIE00
ES
"And, until we meet again,
in excess of those previously
values
the
in
"May God hold you
expressed, had the good sense to
palm of his hand."
pass.
•
••
West led a heart, and East won

Todayhdlistorg

ContractBridge

a

BABY
BLUES
Proverb

ided
tern
LtiOfl
3t0(1

. One picture
is worth
a thousand words.

Lc)ry

with the queen. South falsecarding
with the ten. East was afraid to return
a heart because declarer might have
had 1-10 alone, so he shifted to a
club.
Albarran took the ace and drew
all the trumps, learning in the process
that East had started with four spades
as well as six hearts. When declarer
then cashed the king of clubs and
everybody followed suit, 12 of East's
cards were fully accounted for, and it
became likely that last had started
with precisely one diamond.
Accordingly, Albarran led a tow
diamond toward dummy and, when
West followed low, played the nine.
East was forced to take the jack and
return a heart.
Thus, Albarran, who had started
with only nine sure tricks, now had a
10th trick because of the forced heart
return. The 11th trick followed very
shortly, as this was the position with
four tricks remaining:
North
VA
•A 4
44
East
West
Immaterial
•Q 10
•Q
South
11
•K 7 5
Albarran cashed the ace of hearts,
and there was nothing West could
discard that would prevent South
from taking the rest of the tricks.

Tomorrow: Never relax.

Crosswords
ACROSS

w
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hurt
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vice
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club
and
this
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1 Skittish
6 Bellows
11 Break a
promise
12 Bulova rivals
14 Found a roost
15 Peacock leather
17 Take action
18 `Alice" waitress
19 — — premium
20 — — steam
21 Shape up
23 Bonfire residue
24 One-name
entertainer
25 Dryer residue
27 Issued from
28 Possibility
30 Gamper. maybe
31 Hen or mare
32 N D neighbor
33 Pine tree product
35 Urn
36 Fateful day
37 Mae West role
38 Not taped
42 Boar's mate
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Lidin
43 Auras
44 Scoop
45 MD station
46 Office notes
48 Fictional
governess
49 Lustrous fabric
51 Paste back
together
53 Hawks
54 Sacred images
DOWN
1 Fruity dessert
(hYPh
2 Workers group
3 Intersected
4 Movie rating
5 Uh-huh
6 Early life
7 Ms Peel of
'The Avengers8 1865 yielder
9 Not med
10 The blues
1 Ride the
rapids
3 Increased

Answer to Previous Puzzle
HOE PQM URGE
ACHE ROAD
UMA
GAS PEN BIDS
IA
OREGANW
AYE (ORNATE
LAO
CALLA MOK
ALOE allP SPUN
VIIJN MASTS
MUD
OMELET MIR
NOMINEE'
EX
APE
TOLE PAL I
AVEC RAP
OVER
WIDIXY MISS CNN
3-17

20003 United Feature Syndicate nc

sharply
16 Trailing
20 Melodrama
shout
22 Graceland
name

23 Dear Abby's
sister
24 Fish basket
26 Holm or
Fleming
27 Happy sighs
28 Purple flowers
29 Soft hats
31 'My gal
of song
34 Put in stitches
35 In — yentas
37 Draws
39 Shipboard
romance
40 Flu bug
41 D Artagnan
prop
43 Capsize
with "over46 Ferrer or Till's
47 Herr in
Madras
48 "I" trouble
50 'Tao — Ching
52 Ames or
Morrow
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Youth leagues forced to pay bills
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around Louisville
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Youth sports leagues
LOUISVILLE.
will have to start paying the eiectnc bills at city parks it they want 10
play ball this spring
Financial woes in the Louisville Metro Government have forced
various departments to find ways to trim the budget For Louisville
Metro Parks, it means requiring the youth sports leagues that use,*
parks to play their games to pay for the energy they use. The Pala
department expects to save $30,000 under the new rules.
Previously leagues paid a flat fee of $500 a year to Wee tie
parks for games, practices and tournaments Some waves ay
they're not sure where they're going to come up with the extra money
needed to pay the energy bill
it would be different it they told us in November so we could find
a way to pay, but its deferent when you've already taken all the signups,' said Troy Johnson, president of Fern Creek Babe Hutt
Metro Parks spokesman Jason Casein said the decision ti:Nmk•
the leagues responsible for all of the electricity they use is lust another step in a painful process that has already forced the department
to close several community swimming pools
Our goal is to avoid the defunding of as many programs as We
could,' Cissell said
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II Atlanta damage ...
From Front
Hotel officials said they were
concerned about getting the
Georgia World Congress Center
back into shape as a conference
venue.
"All (he minor hotels downtown rely on the C'ongress
Center as part of the package of
bringing conventions to the
city.- said NI Walls, general
Westin
the
of
manager
Peachtree Pia/a Hotel, which
was damaged by the tornado.
Walls estimated that about 30
percent of the hotel's business
came from events related to the
facility, and that the first four
months are among the busiest of
the year for conventions in
Atlanta.
Mike Sullivan. marketing
director of The ()nun Hotel at
CNN Center, said hotel and convention center officials were
expected to meet Monday to discuss their post-tornado options.
If the Georgia World Congress
Center is unable to host trade
shows and meetings, the city's
biggest hotels may have to host
Slat normally
een
r held at the
e r
ilM
n
alairriv
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Woman pleads guilty to embezzling
program
funds from familyformer
Frankfort Plant Board emplOy-

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —A
ee has pleaded guilty to stealing more than $4,000 from the city's
Wintercare fund in exchange for probation.
Prosecutors say 36-year-old Juke Young embezzled $4,185.41
between October 2006 and July 2007, cashing and pocketing checks
from the program
Wintercare is Frankfort's program to help lower income families
pay their heating bills in the cold months Participants donate additional money on top of their monthly utility bill to fund the program.
In the peal deal Friday that reduced the charge from a felony to a
misdemeanor. Young agreed to reimburse the stolen money immediately and submit to two years of supervised probation to avoid a oneyear prison sentence.

Jones Ave
World ol 0
Coca-Cola

'Chairs, Etc.' on Roundabout Murray

The Roundabout Murray prograin airing through March 23
will feature Murray/Calloway
County United Way Executive
Director Peggy Billington discussing "Chairs, Etc."
The annual artwork auction
Georgia World
S.
Centennial
is set for April 19 at the Murray
Congress Center
p.1 01ympic Perk
Country Club and will feature
chairs, mirrors, furniture, and
other unique art items: Local
.4S1
artists donate their work to the
event with all proceeds going to
4. Young Ina',nallOrdil
the United Way.
Georgia
Artist applications were due
Dome
MOW
today (Monday) and finished
NSW
artwork is due April 7.
Racer Girls team captain
Path c:‘
N
will join
Moore
Lauren
iornado
)(oft
Roundabout Murray host Jim
Carter to discuss the upcoming
AP
XJRCE Naomi Woilher Sere*,
tryouts for the dance team.
hard together to try to keep peo- Racer Girls, apart from repreconvention caga'.
senting Murray State, also proi'Holieli a11y are worting pte here." Sullivan add.
mote friendship with sports
Bakef Si

Po6sabie

A

votected

team organizations from other
universities.
Other stories in this week's
Roundabout include a combined
effort of the Humane Society of
Calloway County and Murray
State students to educate pet
owners through a "Puppy
Party:" and a recap of the exciting Annual MSU Step Show
with independent participants,
fraternities and sororities competing in three separate categories.
The show airs on WPSD
Sundays at midnight: on
NewWave in Murray on
Channel 19 Mondays and
Wednesday at 8 a.m.. noon and
on MediaCom
6 p.m.;
Thursdays at 6 p.m.; on Murray
15
Channel
on
Electric
Wednesdays at 6 p.m.; and MSU
TV-1 l: Tuesdays and Fridays at
6 p.m.

NOTICE
IN There will be a meeting
Murray-Calloway
of the
County Park Board tonight at
7 in the Chamber of
Commerce conference room
Agenda items include a
director's report and committee reports.
II The Murray Main Street
Board of Directors monthly
meeting will beTuesday at 8
Historic
the
in
a.m.
Office
Post
Downtown
Building at 4th & Maple
Streets.
IN Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5:30 p.m. Tuesday at Weeks
Community Center. On the
agenda for the meeting is a
discussion concerning county road funding for 2008-09,
a recommendation concerning the county's rural and
secondary roads, an extension of a master agreement
concerning the Fort Heiman
project, a request for a franfrom
agreement
chise
Mediacom representatives
and presentations concerning occupational health services at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and substance abuse prevention programs by Calloway County
Substance
for
Alliance
Abuse Prevention. The court
also consider the
will
appointment of a committee
to consider and emergency
communications consolidation with the city.
• The C4Iloway County
Board of Health has scheduled a special-called meeting
at noon on Thursday at the
Health Center building on
Olive Street. On the agenda
for the meeting is an update
on the construction of a new
center on Memory Lane and
a state budget update.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the
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•Disaster loan ...
condition. Under this disaster loan applications can also be
from
declaration. the SBA cannot downloaded
Completed
v.
.www.sba.go
agncultural
to
loans
provide
may qualify for loans up to 1.1.5
applications should be mailed
million. These loans are avail- producers.
owners
to: U.S. Small Business
business
Interested
rate
able at a 4 percent interest
should contact the SBA's Administration. Processing and
ith loan terms up to II) years
by Disbursement Center, 14925
The SBA determines eligibility Customer Service Center
Kingsport Road, Foil Worth,TX
11-8(8)55
1-800-659-29
calling
for the program based on the
site and type of business and its 877-8139 for the hearing- 76155.
Completed loan applications
impaired) Monday through
financial resources
he returned to the SBA no
must
9
it)
p.m..
a.m.
8
from
Friday
are
Loan amounts and irmis
later than Ntirat 31
set by the SBA and are based and Saturday and Sunday from
upon each applicant's financial 9 are to 5 p.m. EST. Business
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when you purchase any qualifying Trane )(Li system
between March 7 and May 29, 2008.
imvie
ok-sai•

JeNvo4ViNt

Install a new Trane heating and cooling
system and you'll be rewarded year after
year with premium comfort and lower
energy bills. And, now through May 29,
2008, youll also be rewarded with up
to $1,200 back, plus no payments for six
months If you want to add value to your
home and everything you do inside of it,
it's the opportune time to buy
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Clean Air is Trane Air
Trane CleanEffects- air filtration removeup to 99 98% of the dust, pet dander,
bacteria, mold and other allergens from
all the air it heats or cools Isn't it time you
expected more from your system'?
VititlIC1144,~ *NIA ti44010`411g..

Expect more from your independent Trane dealer
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e
888-872-6321
For on independent
Wane dealer near you, col:
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KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Sighs of Relief

1,

'pROLLER COASTER SEASON TAKES CATS TO FAMILIAR DESTINATION
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — When the
f2miliar "UK" logo flashed across the screen
ii?side the movie room at Kentucky coach
iIly Gillispie's house during the NCAA
Tkimainent selection show on Sunday night,
swnifying the Wildcats' 17th straight tournament appearance, there were no whoops
o joy or giddy hugs.
„Instead, there was simply a long exhale
of; relief for a program that spent the last
kiiir months riding a roller coaster of a
scason that ended up in a familiar desti-

nation.
Kentucky (18-12) is the 11th seed in
the South Region and plays sixth-seed Marquette (24-9) in the opening round in Anaheim, Calif., on Thursday. It's an opportunity that seemed remote for college basketball's all-time wirmingest program two
months ago after consecutive losses to Mississippi State and Florida left the Wildcats
reeling at 7-9 and fans wondering if Gillispie
was the right man to replace Tubby Smith.
"At one point in the season, everybody

PHIL COALE AP
Billy Gillispie and
Kentucky are headed to the NCAA
Tournament as an
11 seed, where
they'll face 6-seed
Marquette
on
Thursday in Anaheim,
Calif.
Louisville earned a
3-seed and Western Kentucky will
play as a 12-seed
in the tournament.

gave up on us having a chance to even
be in the tournament," said guard Joe Craw•See KENTUCKY,2B

Tonight

THOROUGHBREDS BASEBALL

Racer "Dance Party"
Murray State will hold a women's selection
show viewing party tonight at the Regional
Special Events Center Murray Room.
Festivities begin at 5 p.m. leading up to the 6
p.m. announcement of the pairings on ESPN.

't

The Racers qualified for the "Big Dance" for the
first time in program history by winning the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament last weekend.
The latest Bracketology predictions on
ESPN.com had the Racers as a 14 seed paired
with 3-seed Duke in the New Orleans Regional
at West Lafayette, Ind.

NCAA TOURNAMENT OUTLOOK

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Murray State freshman Elliot Frey takes a pitch high over the plate in the second game of Sunday's
doubleheader
against Bowling Green State at Reagan Field. The 'Breds won game one, 6-2, but dropped the second
game in eight
innings, 7-6.

Split Decision
ii

'BREDS TAKE FIRST, DROP SECOND IN SUNDAY TWIN BILL

L. By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State ThoroughIG
breds closed out its five-game
::.,
•..
homestand by splitting a Sun::, day double-header with Bowling Green State. winning the
'•' first game 6-2. but falling in
is the second game. 7-6 in eight
:-... innings. The teams scheduled
two seven-inning games for Sunday.
Tyler Owen is 4-for-4 after
':
'
4.
0
;.: going hitless in his first 25 at::...; bats this season, going 3-for-3
%,in the second game Sunday.
In the first game of the day,
Bowling Green State (7-7) scored
II.
.
:..; a run in the fourth inning and
'.' one in the fifth to take an early
...
:.: 2-0 lead, but the 'Breds (6-6)
:!..• got things going in the bottom
'...„' half of the fifth.
, MSU opened the inning with
':: four straight singles. Zach Noonan led off with a single to
,.• center, followed by Blake Helm's
:..; single to right field. Elliot Frey
-2! then singled in Noonan, moving Helm to third base, then
1:: Kyle Tiernan singled in Helm
and Frey to give MSU a 3-2
'• lead. Wes Cunningham reached
..,
on a fielder's error, moving Tiernan to second. then Cory Hodskins sacrifice those runners up
11: a base. Matt Hon was inten: tionally walked to load the bases.
.
1 • and Andrew Cella grounded out,
i'.
::- scoring Tiernan. Daniel Miller
: reached on a fielding error. scoring Cunningham. then Noonan,
in his second at-hat of the inning.
singled in Hon for the final
score of the game, giving MSU
r. a 6-2 win.
i
:.• The 'Breds were led by Frey.
Tiernan and Noonan, who each
' had two hits. Tiernan had two
runs batted in for Murray State.
On defense, first baseman Cella

i

I

I

ee-,t

had live putouts, while second
baseman Hodskins had a gamehigh five assists.
For Bowling Green State,
Ryan Shay went 2-for-2, while
Mark Galvin also had two hits,
including a triple. Brian Hanghers had a double for the Falcons. On defense, catcher Andrew
Foster had seven putouts. while
shortstop Shay and first baseman Frank Berry each had two
assists.
Chris Craycraft (2-0) went
the distance for Murray State,
allowing two runs on six hits,
striking out two and walking
two in seven innings.
Kevin Leady (1-1) took the
loss as BGSU's starter, allowing five runs (three earned) on
eight hits, striking out five and
walking two in four-plus innings.
Charles Wooten came on in the
fifth, allowing one unearned run
on one hit. striking out two and
walking one in two innings.
In the second game, Murray
State took a 5-3 lead into the
seventh inning, but the Falcons
plated two runs in the seventh
inning to force extras, then scored
two in the eighth to take a 75 lead. The 'Breds were able to
score a run in the bottom of
the eighth. but left the bases
loaded, falling 7-6 in eight
innings.
Murray State opened the scoring in the second inning when
Craycraft led off with a triple.
Taylor Thieke then singled him
in. and Owen had a two-out
single, moving Thieke to second. Noonan singled in Thieke
to give MSU a 2-0 lead.
Bowling Green State scored
three unearned runs in the fourth
inning to take a 3-2 lead. but
Murray State responded in the

.-14:0040;2101:4...4

LISA NORMAN-HUDSON / AP
Head Coach Bruce Pearl speaks to his team
and Tennessee fans after watching the NCAA
selections at Thompson Boling Arena Sunday
in Knoxville, Tenn.

By the
book
MEN'S BRACKET OFFERS FEW •
SURPRISES, LITTLE CONTROVERSY

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Sophomore pitcher Daniel Calhoun releases this pitch in the
first inning of the second game of Sunday's doubleheader.
Calhoun went six-plus innings and gave up five runs.
bottom of the fourth. as Hodskins hit a two-out single. then
Owen drew a walk. Noonan then
doubled in Hodskins and Owen
to reclaim the lead at 4-3.

In the sixth inning, Murray
State added an insurance run
when Evan Penn led off with
a walk. Man Scheer pinch-ran
IN See 'BREDS,26

By EDDIE PELLS
AP National Writer
The coach of the most aggrieved team to miss
the NCAA tournament refused to play the victim
card.
The chairman of the selection committee said
nobody called him to complain.
The defending national champions missed the
tournament, and even that didn't cause any stir.
If the madness of March is supposed to begin
on Selection Sunday — well, it didn't. Basketball
fans can only hope the committee's wish comes
true, and it's the action on the court, not in the
room where they fill out the bracket, that brings
about the real excitement.
-The real thing is playing the games with the
kids on the court," said Tom O'Connor, chairman
of the selection committee.
Among the possible first-round gems the committee served up include a meeting between two of
the nation's best freshmen, O.J. Mayo of Southern
California and Michael Beasley of Kansas State.
Surprising Drake will play Western Kentucky in
a classic 5-12 matchup — though on first glance.
its hard to know which team is which.
Notre Dame and its star. Luke Harangody. plays
George Mason, the team that captured America's
heart with its 2006 Finaii Four run.
"George Mason is this year's George Mason."
read one sign this week.
The top seeds were not controversial picks: North
See NCAA,26
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ON THE BUBBLE
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Longtime powers Arizona, UK slip in
BUBBLE BURSTS FOR ARIZONA STATE, VIRGINIA TECH, DAYTON, IWNOIS STATE
TUCSON. Ariz. (AP) Anzona's NCAA Tournament
streak lives — barely.
The Wildcats overcame
coach Lute Olson's leave of
absence and key injuries to draw
their 24th straight NCAA Tournament berth on Sunday.
extending the nation's longest
active streak. Arizona. a 10th
seed in the West Region, opens
against seventh-seeded West
Virginia in Washington.
"It's really difficult as a
team to sit here and feel like
we did something special
because it's been done over
and over again for 23 years."
interim coach Kevin O'Neill
said. "But in my own mind. I
think this team did something
special this year in that they
tought through so many things
on so many fronts and never
gave in."
It was a good day for Wildcats. Kentucky. Villanova and
K.uisas State also Jumped off
the bubble and into the brackets on J long, anxious afterlit sni
Kentucky will make its
record 49th NCAA appearance.
.1S an 11th seed in the South
Kansas State is an 11th seed
and Villanos a a 12th seed iii
the Midwest

Haverstock Insurance Agency
.1r!
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
21' S 1 2th St • Murray KY • 753-3415

ii

Pa/. Auto

Ads:

NATKMAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament
At A Glance
By Th. Associated Press
All Timis EDT
Opening Round
At LID Arena
Dayton Ohio
Tuesday, March 18
Copp() State (16-20) vs Mount Si
Marys tad 18-141 7 30 P rn

JOE IMEL / AP
Kentucky forward Mark Coury and the Wildcats couldn't get past red-hot Georgia on
Saturday, but the Cats earned an at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament nonetheless.
"It was like the weight of with teammates at a Manhat- when their name popped up'
the world just came off my tan, Kan. restaurant.
"The place went crazy," Vilshoulders." said Kansas State
Villanova players and coach- lanova coach Jay Wnght said
freshman star Michael Beasley. es watched the bracket show "Everybody Jumped up And
who watched the selection show privately. And what happened screamed"

•Kentucky
From Page 1B
team were even born.
The last time Kentucky
lord "So to light hack all this
played Marquette. the Golden
was and play so well in the
sIA', it's been one of my most Eagles used a tnple-double from
Dwyane Wade to beat the Wildrewarding years."
Kentucky's tournament berth cats in the 2003 Midwest
was hardls a gisen after falling
Regional Final and ads:ince to
to Georgia in the SEC quar- the final Four
The stakes won't he quite
terfinals on Saturday. leaving
the Wildcats with some unchar- as high on Thursdas, though
acteristically ansious moments making it to the tournament
means the Wildcats can finalas the field was unveiled
"This year was like, we ly relax after spending months
don't know," said guard Rawl trs ing to !Ise down nonconBradley "We kind of telt like !creme losses to Gardner-Webb
one of those teams not used and San Diego.
"1 think we have a fresh
to winning all the time and
start again. eserybody is 0-0
were Just excited to make it
again and we can go out there
to the Big Dance."
Its a sentiment the Wild- and shake things up." CrawIbe4
,yid
kied Nit+
,.1(,)
..tkIu
,,% er by libur",j„y. iteniaar".
0111.41111111eas mode it behind
hasn't lost a tirst-round game a %Offing rally down the stretch.
since 19)(7 beittre the 'moor- winning II of their final 13
its of the plaseis on this sears regular-season games to finish

12-4 in the SEC. a record all
the more remarkable considering they played most of the
year without guard Jodie Meeks
and lost freshman standout
Patnck Patterson to an ankle
injury more than two weeks ago.
Gillispie fought back tears
while talking about how far
his team has come since November, an unusual dispfay of emotion for a coach who peppers
every conversation with the
words "toughness" and "determination," two qualities he
questioned in his own players
when the season began.
"I've never seen a tougher
team physically or mentally to
be able to overcome the things
tient were placed in frost of them
Meat were beyond their control." Gillispie said. "They've
learned a life lesson this year,
that you can achieve anything

if you stick together. it you
know you who you're sticking with and you Start rowing
that boat in the same direction."
Louisville stumbled down the
stretch, losing its regular season finale at Georgetown and
falling to Pittsburgh in the Big
East tournament quarterfinals on
Thursday. The losses, however. did little to hurt the Cardinals (24-8) in the eyes of
the selection committee.
Louisville is the third-seed
in the East Region and will
play 14th-seed Boise State on
Friday in Birmingham, Ala.
The Broncos qualified for the
tournament by winning the
Western Athletic Conference
tournament on Saturday.
"I think it's a great compliment to us having played
the sixth-toughest schedule in
the nation and competing in
the nation's toughest conference," said Louisville coach
Rick Pitino.
Louisville won the only
meeting between the two
schools, beating Boise St. 6758 in the opening round of
the NCAA Tournament in 1994.
Western Kentucky is also
dancing. The Hilltoppers 1276) are the 12th-seed in the
Wtst Region and will play No.
5 seed Drake (28-4) in the
opening round on Friday in
Tampa. Fla
Though
the Hilltoppers
received an automatic bid by
winning the conference tournament. coach Darrin Horn said
it felt like forever until he saw
his team's name pop up on
the TV.

EAST REGIONAL.
First Round
Thursday, March 20
At The Pepsi Center
Denver
Washington State (24-81 vs Winthrop
(22-11), 7 20 p m
Notre Dame (24-7) vs George Mason
(23-101 30 minutes following
Friday, March 21
At The RDC Center
Raleigh, N.C.
North Carolina (32-2) vs Comm StateMount St Mary's. Md winner 7 10 p m
Indiana (25-7) vs Arkansas (22-11) 30
minutes following
At BJCC Arena
SIrnylripham, At..
Tennessee 129-41 vs American (22.11)
12 15 p m
Butler (29-3) vs South Alabama (26-61
30 minutes following
oidahcime 122-11) vs Saint Joseph s
121-12), 710 p.m
Louisville (24-8) vs Boise State (26-6)
30 minutes following
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 20
At The Pepsi Center
Denver
Michigan State (25-81 vs Temp* (2112) 12 30 p m
Pittsburgh (26-9) vs Oral Roberts (248) 30 minutes followng
At The Honda CAKIIIN
Anaheim, Calif.
Marquette (24-9) vs Kentucky.(18-12).
2 30 p m
Stanford (26-7) vs Cornell 122-5)), 25
minutes following
Friday, March 21
At Antal Arena
North Lithe Rock, Ark.
MOM (22-10) vs Saint Mary s Calif
(26-6). 12.30 p m
Texas (28-6) vs Austin Peay 124-101
30 minutes following

the

Mississippi Stale (22-10) vs Oregon
(18- 1 31 7 25 p m
Memphis (33-1) vs Texas Arlington
121
30 minutes following

woe

MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday. March 20
At Owest Center Omaha
Omaha, Neb.
Kansas (31-3) vs Portland State (23-9),
1225 p.m.
UNLV (26-7) vs Kent State (28-6), 30 ".
minutes blowing
Southern Cal (21-11) vs Kansas Stale
(20-11). 7 10 p.m
Wisconsin (29-4) vs Cat State FuNehor;:,
124-8), 30 minutest following
Friday, Starch 21
At The ROC Center
Raleigh, N.C.
Gonzaga (25-7) vs Davidson (26-6).
12 25 p m
Georgetown (27-5) vs MarylandBanimore County (24-8) 30 minullea
loeowing
At The St. Pete Times Forum
Tempe, Fla.
Vanderbilt (26-7) vs Siena (22-10),
7 20 p m
Clemson (24-9) vs Villanova (20-12),
30 minutes following
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday. March 20
At The Ver110/1 Center
Washington
Xavier (27-6) vs Georgia (17-16).
N.
12 20 p m
Purdue (24-8) vs Baylor (21-10), 30
minutes following
Duke (27-5) vs Belmont (25-8) 7 10
pm
West Virginia (24-101 vs Anzona (19141. 30 minutes following
At The Honda Center
Anaheim, Calif.
IEVIU (27-7) vs Texas A8M (24-10)
7.25 p.m
UCLA (31-3) vs Mississippi Valley
State (17-15), 25 minutes following
Friday, March 21
At The St. Pete Times Forum
Tampa, Fla.
Drake (28-4) vs Western Kentucky (276) 12 30 p m
Connecticut i24-81 vs San Diego (2113). 30 minutes following

NI
Al Kn

•NCAA
From Page 1B
Carolina, Memphis, Kansas and
UCLA were almost universally regarded as deserving, and
there were few good arguments
to put anyone else in their
place.
"These guys have worked
very hard all season long to
get to be a No. 1 seed." Bruins coach Ben Howland said.
"Nothing is guaranteed. Anybody can beat anybody. We
continue to talk about that."
Arizona State and Virginia
Tech were the bubble teams with
the biggest gripes.
Tech coach Seth Greenberg
sort of took the bait: "I think
the tournament does need to
at least look at expanding, it's
that simple," Greenberg said,
recasting an argument heard
every year around this time.
But Arizona State coach Herb
Sendck was more into looking
in the mirror.
"If our initial reaction is to
point the finger, let's first take
inventory of some of the opportunities that we had along the
way that we could have taken
better advantage of," Sendek
said.

Two-time defending champion Florida got left out and
had very little to complain
about.
Completely rebuilt after wit.fling two straight titles, the
Gators were written off well
before Sunday, after losing their
last four games, including the
first round of the SEC Tournament.
"You can't lose five NBA,
players and the all-time 3-point
field-goal maker in NCAA tournament history and expect not
to miss a beat," Gators coach
Billy Donovan said.
With the Gators gone, the;
most recent titlist is North Carolina(32-2), which won in 2005.
Led by Tyler Hansbrough, the
Tar Heels earned the overall
top seed in the tournament aid;
won't have to leave their home:
state on the road to the Final'
Four in San Antonio.
Carolina's first two games;
are scheduled for Raleigh; its
next two would be in Charlotte.
"I think it's good (the fans)
will be there for us, but we're
also going to have to play,
Hansbrough said.
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Come find out who the Racers
play in the NCAA Tournament!
Selection Show on ESPN at 6 p.m. • RSEC

www.GoRacers.com

Murray Room

From Page 18
kyr him and stole second. Owen
drove him home with a double, giving the 'Breds a 5-3
lead.
In the top of the seventh.
Foster led off and was hit by
a pitch. but was put out on
the next play, when MSU right
fielder Noonan missed on a
diving attempt at a fly ball by
Derek Spencer, but had the
prescience to pick the ball up
and force Foster out at second. Berry then doubled
Spencer to third, and Spencer
scored on a wild pitch. closing the gap to 5-4. with Berry.
going to third. Logan Meister
singled in Berry to tie the
game at 5-5 and force extra
innings.
In the top of the eighth.
Bowling Green State scored
two more runs to take a 7-5
leaal, but the 'Breds came back
to the dugout ready to make
noise. Wes Cunningham hit a
pinch-hit double, then Brooks
Thornton hit a pinch-hit single. sconng Cunningham and
moving MSU to within 7-6.
Owen singled. moving Thornton to second. and Blake Helm
hit a two-out single to load
the bases. Kyle Tiernan stepped
up and hit the ball towards
the middle, but grounded out
to second to end the game.
Murray State was led by

•

Owen, who went 3-for-3 with inning. Brian Hangbers started
a double, a run and an RBI. for the Falcons, allowing four
Since opening the season 0- runs on six hits, striking out
for-25, he is 4-for-4 with two three and _walking two in 3doubles. Helm and Noonan each 2/3 innings, while Charles
had two hits, with Noonan get- Wooten started the eighth
ting a double and driving in inning, allowing one run on
three runs. Craycraft picked up four hits, striking out one in
a triple for MSU. On defense, two-thirds of an inning.
first baseman Thieke had seven
Murray State now opens •a
putouts. while second baseman five-game road swing. begin- :
Hrydskins had two assists.
ning Tuesday at Southern IlliFor Bowling Green State, nois. First pitch is set for 2
Shay had three hits. while Berry. p.m. The 'Breds will open Ohio
Baird and T.J. Blanton each Valley Conference play this
had two. Berry and Baird each weekend at Jacksonville State.
doubled for the Falcons. On The teams will play a Friday
defense, first baseman Berry had double-header at 1 p.m. and a
eight putouts. while third base- Saturday single game at I p.m.
man Spencer and second baseman Meister each had three
TODAY'S LIMP SPONSORED IT
assists.
On the mound, Mike PerLindy Suiter
conic (0-3) took the loss in
relief, allowing two runs on
four hits, striking out two and
walking one in 1-2/3 innings.
Daniel Calhoun started for the
'Breds, allowing five runs (two
W,radio
earned) on eight hits, striking
TODAY
WOMEN'S COUJEGE BASKETBALL
out four and walking two in
Spin
6-1/3 innings.
ESP%
NCAA Tournament Selection
Show
For Bowling Green State,
ARENA FOOTBALL
Dusty Hawk (1-1) got the win
.7 p.m.
in relief, allowing one run on
ESPN2 — Colorado at Deltas
NHL'JOCKEY
three hits, striking out five and
6 p.m.
walking one in 3-1/3 innings.
VERSUS
Colorado at Minnesota
Brett Browning got his first save
TEMPOS
Spin.
of the season, retiring the one
FS/4
ATP Pacific Lee Ope6 eeny
batter he faced in the eighth
rounds
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VISA

or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
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THANK YOU
The Murray High Basketball
team would like to thank the
following people
and businesses who
donated to the
team's charter bus
for the state tournament
in.Richmond.
Robert & Linda Salley
Rev. Richard Smith
Regions Bank
The Murray Bank
BB&T
US Bank
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Parker Ford
Heritage Bank

The Housing Authority of Murray is seeking
applications for the position of:

Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
I St Sat of the month
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep
utable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Wel and Fond
SAW.
claim

identity

and

lialp noted

FULL and part time
positions, days and
nights at Subway
Apply in person. No
phone calls please
FULL Time convenience store maintenance position available. Responsibilities
will include lot, building
and light equipment
maintenance.
Must
have driver license and
dependable
transportation. Applications
may be picked up at
BP Truck Stop, 2185
US HVVY 641 North.
HELP wanted front
desk and housekeeping. Apply in person at
Super 8, 9am-3pm
IMMEDIATE opening
for PT light facilities
maintenance
and
ground work Call Joe
436-2345
New Restaurant in
Hazel looking for part
time
Dishwashers
Must be able to work
lunch
Wed-Sat. Call Shanna
at 227-2570

It You fiaxe
worked in one ol the
following lines
Construction

NOW Htnng. Apply in
person only Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray

Truck driver

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

Factory
HotelNeStaurant
but desire a change
Our expanding
,mpany will train you
for a new career
No cap necessary.
come join a
growing industry
And
Enjoy high earnings
Cal/ Wed . March 19th
270-759-2147
or
2741470-2116.3

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
9'543Page at
murrayledger cool.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwort corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wchitte
However, as a national
riebsite. not all listings
4i the jobrietworLcom
are placed through
- the Murray Ledger
-.& Times Please call
us if you have any
:.questions regarding
e: the Murray. area
job listings Thank you

00 you love wixIdng
(Pith Idds?
Wee Caro Enterprises
may be ant the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 1581 St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVP.(800)468-6087
PAINTER/BOOM
Operator Ten plus
years
experience
painting in a commercial or industnal environment with aerial
boom-lift certification
or 5 years of boom-lift
experience Call 931436-5353
John's
PAPA
now
accepting applications
for In-house workders
& delivery drivers.
Must have drivers
license. insurance &
vehicle. Applications
can be pocked up at
Papa John's, Murray.
No phone calls please
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs. painting
Resume to 108 North
121h St

Check
us out
on the
Web!

MOM COMPUTERS
Servrce/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

OUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Employee will be responsible for administering
a federal grant program. Responsibilities
include scheduling instructors, volunteers, and
staff; grant reporting. and budgeting; and grant
writing for future services. Applicant must
have a proficient knowledge of all Microsoft
products. Applicant must also have excellent
oral and written skills. Accounting/bookkeepint.:
and customer service background preferred.
Past expenence in successful grant writing
required. Experience in an educational setting
also preferred. Applications can be picked up at
the main office of the Authority located at 716
Nash Drive, Murray KY, and will be taken until
March 24, 2008 at 3 PM. The applicant's
resume must be attached to the application.
A full job description will be provided with
the application.
No phone calls, please

EOE

Brathasen of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following positions
• Director of Nursing or a 34 bed unit
• RN Administrative Nurse
• LPN Administrative Nurse
We offer competitive wages along with an
excellent benefit package. Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street.
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-25-08 To 11-10-08 KY 00350514
FPS FARMS,INC., MURRAY,K1
5-1-08 To 1-10-09 KY 48350992
14ARD/WARD, HAZEL, KY
4-20-08 To 12-15-08 KY $03.50446
BLACK/SWIFT. MURRAY.KY
4-20-08 To 12-15-08 KY 4(1350499
D. BELL, MURRAY. K1
4-25-08 To 12-20-08 KY 00350498
KINGINS/COLS'ON, HAZEL. El
4-25-08 To 12-10-08 KY(0350444
STEDELIN FARMS, MURRAY,KY
Wage $9.13 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and
equip. furnished. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting. Transportation and subsistence pay.
after 50% of contract completed. Apply for this job
at the nearest Kentucky Office of Employment &
Training. Division of Workforce Development
Office using job order numbers KY I above with a
copy of this advertisement
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-25-08 lb 12-15-08 KY I/0350888
HOUSDEN,HAZEL, KY
4-20-08 To 12-31-08 KY 0&351182
T. MURDOCK,MURRAY,KY
4-20-08 To 12-20-08 KY /11359792
JONES/KEY. MURRAY,KY
6-20-08 To 2-1-09 KY I/0350792
C. BRAME FARMS,KIRKSEY,K1
4-25-08 To 12-15-08 KY'&350848
R & R FARMS. MURRAY,KY
4-241418 To 1-20-09 KY 6,350516
CARRAWAY FARMS. MURRAY.KY
Wage 59 13 Hr 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and
equip furnished Housing provided for those beyond
commuting Transportation and subsistence pay.
after .S0% of contract completed Apply for this job
at the nearest Kentucky Office of Employmem &
Training. Division of Workforce Development
Office using job order numbers KY / above with a
copy of this advertisement
Nurses Alcks/CNA
PRN Training and working all shifts as needed Must be flexible and mature II you would
enedy working we, the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fern Terrace 1 505 Stadium View Dr.. Murray
EOE

°
rSPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF,
2008 Seasonal Help
Warded
Various Part time
Positions
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees'

060
Hsi anis!

March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
12800 U.S Highway
68E.
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment
270-354-6568

CLEANING houses 20
years expenence 270759.9553

PENTIUM
III
Computers, Windows
op and Microsoft Office
includes
keyboard,
mouse and monitor.
$100 474-8000

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay IOC% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
mairatElle-Nallw
ow lbw 6t
Marro KY 4071
1271071166•411

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

MPFOR
148831174257

Al Omer.hmspirtasios !urport Service • Certed Driven

140

INSURANCE

• 1.abpriti.

Computer Learning Grant Specialist

060
Hslp Wind

DINGO

Compilers

Mint lo Buy

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, Sift on
Part B Call me for more information

Or de Mill 11\

MEE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR WY CLIKNTS

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

Key .lute Parts
753-5500

227-3574

Mobs
Par &is

-Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

6 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS
PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETITIVE RATES

SCRAP
CARS
1,,,k up

WASTE oil: Will pick
up used motor oil
Drum exchange. MDF
270-436-2215

- PREPLANNING

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
2.01 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Ten-v !Rant-0(4n, Nark's, Owners

ommerciaWaste
DIsposaI
AN Types of Refuse Service

1-800-

Call for a Free Estimate

Security and Camera System
Fire Alarm Inspection
7a1'
Electrical Construction/Repair

12X24 lofted, storage
building with front
porch,
like
new.
$3,500.(270)492-8222
(270)2932531

and p1,1‘c

VISIMIC-7

out ad todaN!

[181110440knoss
BUILDING a barn?
Building
a fence?
Come see us for your
lumber
needs'
Premium quality-low
pnces we are the mar
ufacturer! March ter.cepost special, 6"
round 8' long treated
post $9.35 each. Also
available: 3--8* fenceposts 8' long 6-x6* 8'22' long Inir 16-22
long. Come see us!
Replogle Enterprises
2040 Lumber
Rd.
Henry, TN
731-243-7268
DESIGNER
prom
dresses. New and
used. Rent or buy,
inexpensive.
227-3946.
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna
Satellite. 759-0901
HOVEROUND been
used 5 times new battones, like new $1,200
Call 489-2656
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts
and
Service 759-9831
LIKE new baby (terns
(Jumper, bouncer, gym.
seat), boy's clothes 012 mo large and extra
large, girl's clothes 6X.
293-9387.
OAK dry wood, by the
pile, needs to be
moved (270)527-7240

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
180
Homo FurnIshinas
WESLEY Allen daybed
with mattress. black, 6
months old $400 7590049 978-1539
180
Lhan Gorden
LEHY 9' disc mower
good condition. Phone
(270)978-6637
F-dulPnwll
2520 JD Diesel tractor
a syncro transmission
single hydraulics, wide
front end, good rubber
back, new on front.
only 2nd owner, ongnal operators manual,
good tractor. $8,000
731-642-8843
731336-3875

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Go,
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429
-OWNER
FINANCE***
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean late model
doublewide. Country
setting, 3 bed. 2 bath.
garage. off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd. Murray $4,500.00
Down; $585.00 month/y. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
***OWNER
months of HD proFINANCE**
gramming
w/HD
4 BR, 2-1/2 bath,
upgrade Get months 3
2,300 sq. ft. detached
FREE of HBO &
garage. 64,950 down
Cinemax.
9695/mo, 144 Seth
Programming starts at
Lane. 753-1011
$2999 per mo + 1,5 00
for local networks Call
2000 Faimtont 16x80.
Beasley Antenna &
vinyl siding, shingle
Satellde for more into
roof, 2x6 walls, north759-090/ or toll free
built,
ern
nice.
877-455-0901
(270)489-2525

33

ill Stephens or Julie Brown.
at 753-1916

Fast Response Service 24/7

Honeywell

271--,1-2 Ill

"
graft For Rent
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR.
28A. 13,495 down
$595.00 month, 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
(270)753-1011
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
2BR IBA,
1-800-455-3001
93 Mobile Home for
sale 16x80 2-bedrooms 2-bathrooms
must
be
moved.
$1.000/down. ph. 4354009 cell 227-4475
Serious calls only. Call
evenings only $7000
Homes For Runt
NICE 28R trailer, no
pets. 753-9866
310
Want To Rent
ONE bedroom apartment neat university
with utilities included,
year round rental.
(270)873-7328.

2811 duplex, 2BA
garage. No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054.
2BR duplex, nice,
CH/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, $285, C/I-1/A.
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
3&4BR, 28A available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3-BR Duplex, lease
and deposit. $700.00
per mo. 227-0375
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer. Great location.
Pet and smoke free.
$400mo
includes
water. 226-8006

1

1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
W/D. No pets
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

subscribe to
1
1

the

IJEDGER&TIMES

1 Home Delivery
1 3 mo.
..12&011

Local Mall
3

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$260/mo. 767-9037

1

2811 apartments available Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

MURRAY

1&2 BR apts. 1-year
lease 1BR $35000.
26R $47500 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559

2 BR apartment for
rent (270)227-7951.

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
/0-12am. TDD No,
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

1
1

1 1 yr.
1
1
Rest of KY/TN
if`srpear a Itivivoner,
1
1 3 no.--$741.30
6 eia.-.M.00
1 I

2 BR 28A Garage, it
appliances. Very nice
9028 N 20th 650.00
per mo. 753-5344
752-0313

EXTRA me large, like
new, 2BR, 2 Bath, •esv
carpet, appliances,
almost new. $595/mo.
1410-B Hillwood
753-3018

.04-into
Savings!

1
1 & 2 bar apts. No
pets. Leave a message. 270-753-1970

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer, dryer.
759-5885 or 293-7085

I Check

iso. ---$60.00
I yr -$104.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo..--..-......$75.00
6 mo..$96.00
1 yr. --..-..$145.00

Money Order

Visa

MIC

Name _ _

1 St. Address
I City
I State
Zip
I
Daytime Ph.
I
Mail this coupon with payment to:
I
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
O.

CL4SSIFIEDS

41I • Mondry. March IT. 2008

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
S4) IhuFuld Drive • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

530
139 acres near New
Concord Trophy deer
and turkey hunting
125 acres of martimber
ketable
5275.000 293-7872
Ads*

()ince Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

BOXER mix puppies.
free to good home. 2
mahogany. 3 irrhtte
(270)254-0279
CAT/DOG. tree to good
home
All
spayed/neutered and
housebroken
Cats
front declawed
767-9247
DOG Obedience
436-2858

M

edi & Swiss

2, 3 & 48R houses
Lease
&
deposit
required 753-4109
iSR. IBA. C/H/A in
Hazel appliances furnished.
no
pets.
(731)498-8312
.28R IBA, house in
country C/G.A. appliances
$500
mo.
Coleniiin RE 753-9898
51311, IBA. Bock ent
-h
twitwuod floors.
newly remodeled, no
pets 1710 Farmer
Ave
$700 monthly
12701293 4602
it BR 2 BA house for
rent CiHJA near uni.
ver'Aty, water furnished (270)752-1178

BERMUDA grass hay
sonde bales, 56 731
514-3832
Yee Sae
MOVING SALE
2 DAYS ONLY
MARCH
20th 21ST
10-4
1406 N. 12TH ST
(Next to Cain's
Dealership)
AN furniture ofhCO
equipment

rnifsC

items must go"

DUPLEX on large lot in
Cambndge 2BR. IBA.
each side (270)9780505 (270)436-2051

AS.1 Warehousing
Ne.0 MSU $20-50
753-7868

%Aut.*, 1.d.& flows tate
'Weems 4.1 ..edsc•
e.t.d. ad‘retrte‘l &rem
ol&Nt ii, thir federtAl .it
• ,m1( Ao uhkh _Ars II
• „al to, &J‘rrtaw an, FirIrr
• hmit•hor ,or Ji.nnuna
Klisrd
Are .t&of nit
••n KIN14.1 iarnliitda
natim61 “nevrt
111111.
k quiLr ar• .6‘1, re-Irt
•• -7,tat••••• • .t .1k••• nrnal.a

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Mon
(770) 75341266
Celt 12701 293-41r3
a a ri 4m M F

•

h"NJ Jaw nermou
,,s•• sax rental or &J‘r•tmng,
• •rol r.44tr holed a/1101ln en
...I:taw to tftvor per&y.Ind

_roe semi ire
es no kesorgt• amp spy

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

..!..wwinit Ito Ref rola* •• 11
•vdaften al Ow law
• • ••,.f•• 11•1.
Inforr,
41 110 44.11.0
J.•.
• ot••.•

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

.1:1(1. RENTALS
.MINI-STORAGE

1

Nirs renting
I ix Jied at '2115 4th St
270-4.36-5496
27(1.!99(

Cali us vki.
glad to help
Murray Ledges 4 Time,270-753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate COIltrOi

753-3853
360
Rerses
MURRA'r Store and
Lock presently has
units avaitabie 7532905 a 753 7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*SRN 8 dean
-We sea boxes'
Ms HIM U-Hauls
733-9000

FR41101
LOG CAIRN
ONLY $89.900
Lake Access
WiTREE Bost filloti
Ow the Omen, Neer
2128 sf log cabin pkg
at spectacular 180.000
acre recreational take'
Paved rd. teg utils
excellent financing
Cal now 1-800-704
3154, x_17136

10

acres

commercial lot
on Loses Drive Zoned
67 tor Highway Dun
miss $175000
293-7972

GARAGE. oaks on
pad lel eet-up tor a
used ow lot 11150
703-47911

Cotice
Imola. perm. lout.
Ion WM5
2931460

Oftiott uses
alleges
(2701293-2096
eel
(77014164-3319 hams

north

o
the
Marshall County line
Great buedMg see
$45 000 eel 293-7972
Murray

2 1 &CM

PARIS, TN area
22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
site 52.500 an acre I.
877-275-0543

Mar

3 acre wooded kit with
PcsKI N, Saloom Farms
subdrelMon 293-7372
SARATOGA
3AC
FARMS. beck more corner Whrte fence front 270 5t92290

Moans For twig
'"OWNER
FINANCE•"
No credit check Clean
and nice 31311 1BA
home on lot in Puryear.
1.292 sq ft. hardwood
floor,
appliances
$3,900 down $475
monthly Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
**OWNER FINANCE**
No credit check, pnvale 3bed. 2bath home
in secluded area near
lake Recently remodeled including paint
updated electrical &
plumbing
127
Tearose. Hamlin KY
$4 900 Down $595
mu Call Ruth 7532222
2 or 3 BR 1 BA Home
on I ,acre land Fenced
in back yard with storage building Country
living close 10 town
Perfect for pet owners
227-1560 or 293-4224
3-BEDROOM, 1-beth,
1323 Sq-ft. Brick
nome on 1/2-acre
1609 Belmont, Murray.
Seller relocating. One
Car Garage. Fenced
Backyard, Original
Hardwood.
Completely remodeled
on the inside 597,000
270-978-0088 270205-0794

05 Equinox
AWD
59.899
04 Rendezous $9,899
04 Blazer $6,800
00 Explorer $4,900
02 Blazer $6.200
02
Montana
Var
$5,799
04 Ford Taurus $5 999
00 Grand Prix GT
$6,899
00 Ford Lariet Quad
Cab 4x4 $8,499
99 Chevy 271 $8.100
C&K Motors
(270)705-5973 any
time
www clunotorsky corn

n011ifiK/MOIOrSaieS corn
270-753-4461
705 S 12th Street
Financing On
Selected Vehicles
2002 Nissan Maxima
SE. loaded. 10.000
mite Nissan warranty.
silver.
six
speed,
90.000
miles
(270)293-3697
2001 Dodge Intrepid.
$4.200 293-3515

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront 101, with trees.
storage shed. floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
$275.000 00
Cali
753-2905 or 293-8595
Large 4813R 38ATH
Brick home m
Southwest area. Great
family home weaver
3000 SQ -ft and
almost 2 acres
$189,900 CO 270753-7335 or 270-2931449
NEW back home
Saratoga Springs I
3611. 38A LR. DR.
kitchen Sun-room
2 950 sq ft heated
5289.000 293-2582
NEW
Construction
Just
Finished
Saratoga II 4811 2BA
contemporary home
24 hour recorded message 800-988-27119
extension 2081
NEW homes and lots
vs Rrverfteld Estates
located on Doran Road
South Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings 293
7872
RENT to Own
Coldwater 2-3811
horns 800-9136-2789
extension 2051
SARATOGA II, New
brick home. 48$1 3128A. LR. OR.
Kitchen. Sun-room tee
& hardwood. 3.250-se
R. 5349.000 293-2582

lia=111
USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starling at 520
mounted

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured

Additions. Roofing.
clu & Home Repii4
(270)753-1499
731 247NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
*Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction net

Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free peck-up/delivery
m Murray. 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Home & Mobile Home
repair
additions
decks 227-0587, 7530353
BEECHER•S
Handyman
Service
Odd lobs Free estimates (270)762-0910

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding. roofs.
decks.
293-5438

- +1.- 3°279.97H-2105

270-293-5624

H m

W-

it

NI vs \ci MI•I
• *MC!. & sjri.ul plaUPS

lamilton taanite
Zsc \Lirble
3301 St. Rt 1 21N.
753-8087

lean ups • mowing
• Spraying Onions &
Dandelions • Liming
• Fertilizing
1270

7-4407

LAWN- careen
Mayfield side of
Calloway County
Reeves Lawn Care
(270(247-6100 leave
r

METAL ROOFS

JOE'S JOBS
hold

CUSTOM Yard mowing, trimming. years
experience. (270)8045890. (270)345-2511

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044

l'\\I I )\
I \NA \

bera Stone
Coaled Steel
Roofing Systems
Vinyl Siding
Mike-Chase Stockwell
759-1085 • 227-6238

NEED HELP?
LADY Bug Beds &
More Lawn
mowing.
flower bed cleaning
and renewal
759-9921

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No yob too small
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
Need a plumber'

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Call Mark fredi-U
Licensed
Master Plumber
(270)978-1880

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so.
1-1111licult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Information points in
the correct direction Listen to
news that heads your way Your
willingness to get past a problem sets the bar for others
Know *Stich way to go Listen to
feedback Tonight Be playful
and let go of problems
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Stay centered, even with
all the energy that whirls around
you Contusion surrounds your
belief that something is happening Stay connected to your pnonties You might want to chill
out Take an earty day if possible Tonight Anchor in
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might need to try
to approach an issue from a
whole different perspective If
you would like to change
course, now is the time Others
are finally responsive Breathe a
sigh of relief Isn t that better'
Tonight Out and about
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
•
•** You might want to
approach a situation in a different manner Listen to different
opinions Here is where you II
get important feedback Dont
make a decision on a money
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matter just yet. Confusion surrounds finances. Tonight: Be
assertive.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**It** You are in the thick of
all the action. An orb of confusion filters through the day.
Think in terms of growth and
understanding A touch of chaos
surrounds a personal relationship. You will get a beat on what
is happening. Tonight Easy
does It
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Touch base with your
desires. If you see an uncomfortable situation developing, act
on it Be aware of what is happening. Listen to your inner
voice. Your high energy comes
through in a panch. Tonight: Easy
does 8.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Zero in on damages
You will have to do something
else. Understanding warms up
arty relationship Work on empathy. You might want to see life
from a different perspective. Talk
about your feelings. Tonight. Aim
for what you want
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take a stand if you must,
though be careful with your word
choice. Someone might see a
situation very differently from
you. Listening and understanding take you down a new path.
Your creativity flounshes in an
unprecedented manner Tonight
A must appearance could be
important

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Stay aboveboard, no
matter what happens. Evaluate
information that heads in your
direction Investigate to determine if your beliefs and projections are valid Your sense of
direction might be colored by
intuition Tonight. Reach out for
someone else
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A partnership might be
more instrumental than you realize You might believe that you
have the facts, but unfortunately
there is a lot of smoke and gos.
sip, and not that many hard-core
facts Tonight Say yes
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AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Know that there is a
haze around you. While this
cloud might add to your allure, it
also makes it harder to see the
true situation. Are you perhaps
putting someone on a pedestal'?
Think twice. Tonight: Say yes to
an offer. You won't want to say
no anyway.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to
rethink a situation. Your ability to
understand comes forward The
more caring you are, the better
the end results will be A boss or
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parent is assertive. This person
feels that he or she knows the
best course of action. Tonight:
Choose relaxing.
BORN TODAY
22nd and 24th President Grover
Cleveland (1837), author John
Updike (1932). director Luc
Besson (1959)
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Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer.' Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment

(270)753-6749
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Conveniently located in the Medical Arts Building
M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.• 753-2011
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Drive-Thru Has Reopened
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ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
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If you want an easy year, rely on
your affable nature. You seem
tuned in to what people need and
want, even more so than in the
past. As a result, you make many
new friends and broaden your
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1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mia Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
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Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
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